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into InterLATA services pursuant ) 
to Section 27 1 of the Federal 1 
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JOINT MOTION FOR ADVANCE RULING ON 
BELLSOUTH’S INELIGIBILITY FOR “TRACK B” AND 

TO DELETE A PORTION OF ISSUE 1 

The Florida Competitive Carriers Association, Inc. (FCCA), AT&T Communications of 

the Southern States, Inc. (AT&T) and MCI Telecommunications Corporation (MCI) 

(collectively, Movants) hereby move the Florida Public Service Commission (a) to rule, prior to 

the scheduled hearing in this docket, that BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. (BellSouth) is 

ineligible to seek interLATA authority in Florida pursuant to Section 271(c)( 1)(B) of the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (Act), and (b) to delete the portion of Issue 1 which deals with 

BellSouth’s compliance with that subsection of the Act. As grounds for this motion, the Movants 

state: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Commission opened this docket in June, 1996, to provide the vehicle to consider an 

application by BellSouth under Section 271(c) of the Act for entry into the interLATA long 

distance market in Florida. Section 271 (c) establishes two routes for the Bell Operating 

Companies (BOCs) to enter the in-region interLATA market, one under Section 271(c)( ])(A) and 

the other under Section 271(c)(l)(B). These are commonly referred to as “Track A” and “Track 
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B” as a short-hand reference to the particular subparagraph of Section 271(c)(l)  at issue. 

On July 19, 1996, the Commission entered its Initial Order Establishing Procedure (Order 

No. PSC-96-0945-PCO-TL) in this docket. The issue list attached as Appendix A to  that Order 

identified two alternative versions of Issue 1. The first version of the issue deals with BellSouth’s 

compliance with Section 271(c)( 1)(A) of the Act (Track A), while the second version of the issue 

deals with BellSouth’s compliance with Section 271(c)( 1)(B) of the Act (Track B).  To date, 

BellSouth has declined to identify which subsection of the Act it intends to rely upon when it files 

its application for interLATA authority in Florida. 

Movants submit that BellSouth is no longer eligible to seek interLATA authority in 

Florida under Track B. Indeed, comments recently submitted by the U.S. Department of Justice 

to the FCC make clear that a BOC must proceed under Track A once it has received 

interconnection requests from potential competitors.’ In order to simplify the issues in this case, 

and to avoid the necessity for the Commission and the parties to spend precious time and 

resources dealing with unnecessary issues, Movants ask the Commission to rule that BellSouth is 

ineligible for Track B as a matter of law, and to enter an order deleting the version of Issue 1 

which deals with BellSouth’s compliance with Section 271(c)( l)(B). 

rr. BELLSOUTH MUST PROCEED UNDER TRACK A 

Track A describes the normal requirements for BOC in-region long distance entry. It 

provides in relevant part: 

A Bell operating company meets the requirements of this subparagraph 
if it has entered into one or more binding agreements that have been approved 

~ 

’ Application of SBC Comtnunications, Inc., CC Docket No. 97-121. Evaluation of the Unitcd Stales Departmcnt of 
Justice (filed May 16, 1997). A copy oftliis filing is altachcd hereto as Attacliincnt A. 
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under section 252 specifiring the terms and conditions under which the Bell 
operating company is providing access and interconnection to  its network 
facilities for the network facilities of one or more unaffiliated competing 
providers of telephone exchange service ... to residential and business 
subscribers. For the purpose of this subparagraph, such telephone exchange 
service may be offered by such competing providers either exclusively over 
their own telephone exchange service facilities or predominantly over their own 
telephone exchange facilities in combination with the resale of  the 
telecommunications services of another carrier.2 

It requires the BOC to “provide” and “fhlly implement” each of the fourteen checklist items. 5 

271(c)( 1)(A); 271(c)(2)(B). It also requires the development of facilities-based competition 

serving business and residential customers. 5 27 1 (c)( l)(A). These requirements fulfill Congress’s 

goal of ensuring that there is significant, objective evidence that the local market is open to 

competition before allowing RBOC entry into the long distance market. 

Track B is a limited exception to  the normal entry requirements of Track A. Track B 

enables a BOC to  apply for long-distance entry based on a qualified Statement of  Generally 

Available Terms and Conditions (“SGAT”), if the BOC has not received a request for access and 

interconnection by potential facilities-based competitors. Track B is available only in narrow 

circumstances, because it provides significantly less assurance of the openness of  the local market 

’In total, the Act provides four requirements that a BOC must satis@ before it may enter 
its in-region interLATA market under Track A: (1) there must be facilities-based competition with 
one or more interconnection providers that have entered into agreements that have been approved 
under Section 252 and that speci@ the terms under which the BOC is providing access and 
interconnection to its network facilities to one or more unaffiliated competing providers [Section 
271 (c)(l)(A)]; (2) the BOC must be providing access and interconnection pursuant to one or 
more such agreements, and the access and interconnection provided must meet the requirements 
of the 14-point competitive checklist set forth under Section 271(c)(2)(B); (3) the requested 
authorization for the BOC to  provide in-region interLATA services must be set up to comply with 
the separate subsidiary and nondiscrimination requirements of Section 272 [Section 
271 (d)(3)(B)]; and (4) the requested authorization is consistent with the public interest, 
convenience, and necessity [Section 27 1 (d)(3)(C)]. 
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than does Track A, and is because it increases the likelihood of post-approval “gaming” by the 

BOC via technical disputes and implementation problems. 

Congress adopted the limited exception of Track B because it was concerned that 

potential competitors might themselves “game” Track A by collectively deciding not to compete 

with a BOC for local business, in an effort t o  keep the BOC out of the long-distance market. To  

foreclose such a strategy, Congress determined that a BOC could apply for long-distance entry 

based on an approved SGAT if “no such provider has requested the access and interconnection 

described in subparagraph (A) before the date which is 3 months before the date the company 

makes its application under subsection (d)( l ) . ”  § 271(c)( 1)(B). The language “no such provider” 

in this sentence refers back to the “unaffiliated competing providers” delineated in the first 

sentence of § 271(c)(l)(A). Indeed, the next sentence in Section 271 (c)(l)(A) refers to these 

providers as “such competing providers.” This reference to  “such competing providers’’ is simply 

repeated when the first sentence of 271(c)( l)(b) again refers to “such providers.” 

As a result, Track B is available only if no “unaffiliated competing providers of telephone 

exchange service” have “requested the access and interconnection described in subparagraph (A)” 

in the relevant time period. This exception could not be more simple, or more simply stated: if 

potential competitors boycott the BOC and refise to request interconnection agreements, then the 

BOC may proceed under Track B. Reinforcing the conclusion that Track B is aimed specifically 

at a boycott that results effectively in a refisal to negotiate, Section 271(c)( 1)(B) also allows 

BOCS to rely on Track B if competitors accomplish a boycott by negotiating in bad faith or 

unduly delaying implementation of their agreements. Absent these three related forms of a 

boycott delineated by Congress, the BOC may not proceed under Track B .  
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These conditions are not present in Florida. Instead, the opposite is true: a considerable 

number of competitors requested access and interconnection more than three months before any 

date BellSouth may file its application. Numerous interconnection agreements have been 

approved in Florida, and the Commission has ordered the execution and filing of  arbitrated 

agreements with AT&T and MCI. There is no claim that any such provider -- let alone all such 

providers -- negotiated in bad faith or failed to  comply with implementation schedules in their 

interconnection agreements. As a result, Track B is unavailable to BellSouth, and BellSouth must 

rely on Track A instead. 

To allow BellSouth to proceed under Track B under the circumstances would turn the 

statutory scheme on its head. BellSouth’s attempt to preserve Track B as an option would 

undermine the safeguards Congress built into Track A, rendering those safeguards inapplicable 

even when many carriers, which intend to  become predominantly facilities-based competitors 

serving business and residential customers, are actively seeking to compete. If Congress had 

intended a result so at odds with the statutory scheme, it could and would have said so in clear 

terms. 

Congress could have stated -- but did not -- that Track B is available if “subparagraph (A) 

is not satisfied before the date which is 3 months before the date the company makes its 

application under subsection (d)( l ) . ”  Instead, Congress stated that Track B is available if “no 

such provider has requested access and interconnection’’ by the relevant date. 

Interpreting Section 271(c)(l) in a way which allows Track B to be available to BellSouth 

in Florida today would be at odds with the structure and purpose of the statute. Among the key 

requirements of Section 271, Section 27 I (c)( 1)(A) requires that, as a general rule, a BOC cannot 
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enter the interexchange market unless and until it is actually providing interconnection and access 

to a facilities-based competitor that in turn is providing service to  residential and business 

customers. In fact, in describing the predecessor to Section 271(c)(l)(A), the House Report on 

H.R. 1555 emphasized that the existence of such a competitor “is the integral requirement of the 

checklist, in that it is the tangible affirmation that the local exchange is indeed open to 

competition.” Id. at 77 (emphasis added). This “integral requirement” should not be read out of 

the statute. Under BellSouth’s erroneous interpretation, the failure to meet this “requirement” 

does not preclude the BOC from long-distance entry. It simply places the BOC on Track B -- 

thus, actually making it easier for the BOC to gain entry into in-region long distance. But 

Congress did not enact the requirement of facilities-based competition in order to reduce the 

prerequisites for BOC entry into long distance. 

Interpreting the Act to say BellSouth can follow Track B also fails to make sense of the 

requirement of full implementation of the fourteen point competitive checklist. Congress intended 

the requirement of full implementation to ensure the development of real competitive practices 

prior to BOC entry into long distance. This requirement is especially important when many 

ALECs are attempting to compete but all remain largely dependent on the BOC to provide resold 

services and unbundled elements. Indeed, full implementation is one way of enabling those non- 

facilities based competitors to become strong enough to wean themselves from their dependence 

on the BOC and become facilities-based. In maintaining that it can follow Track B, BellSouth’s 

position would render the full implementation requirement inapplicable in just such a situation. 

Under BellSouth’s position, when no facilities based supplier of business and residential service 

already exists, the BOC does not have to h l ly  implement the competitive checklist even with 



respect to  non-facilities based competitors. This makes no sense. Congress did not impose the 

important requirement of f i l l  implementation only to eliminate that requirement when it is needed 

most. 

Finally, adopting BellSouth’s reading of the statute would create perverse incentives for 

the BOCs. Under BellSouth’s view, Track B would create an incentive for a BOC to  apply to 

enter long distance quickly, before any local facilities-based competition has developed, and, 

therefore, before the BOC would have to satisfjr the Track A entry requirements. This stands the 

statute on its head -- Congress required that facilities-based local competition develop before, not 

after, BOC in-region long distance entry, and it structured the Act’s incentives to accomplish just 

this p u r p o ~ e . ~  

BellSouth cannot deny that all of these perverse consequences flow from its reading of the 

statute. Only one policy argument has been offered by BOCs in favor of such a strained reading 

of the statute : Track B must apply whenever the requirements of Track A have not been met; 

otherwise, there will be times that a BOC is denied entry into long distance through no fault of its 

o w n 4  This concern, however, is both vastly overstated and evinces a profound misunderstanding 

3BellSouth’s interpretation not only creates an incentive for BOCs to file their Section 271 
applications prior to  the development of facilities-based business and residential competition, but 
also creates an incentive for BOCs to prevent the development of such competitors at all, thus 
ensuring the BOCs the opportunity to file under Track B.  For example, beginning from the date 
of adoption of the Telecommunications Act, the BOC could demand prices that make it 
unrealistic to  provide residential service, or it could delay implementation of adequate operations 
support systems. At the same time, the BOC could file an SGAT promising to correct these 
problems and then, once the SGAT was approved, it could immediately file a Section 271 
application. The RBOC could thus rely on the very limitations on competition for which it was 
responsible, such as the absence of a predominantly facilities-based competitor, as a justification 
for filing a Section 271 application under the less rigorous standards of Track B. 

‘Congressman Tauzin complained in a dissenting statement that Congress should have 
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of the Act. 

There is every reason to expect that facilities-based competition for residential and 

business customers will develop. MCI, for one, is firmly and publicly committed to providing 

local service nationwide to both business and residential customers over its own facilities. The 

possibility of a conspiracy among many ALECs -- many of whom do not even provide long 

distance service -- to  forego profits in order to keep a BOC out of in-region long distance is far- 

fetched. To distort a statute beyond recognition to account for a hypothetical problem that has 

not arisen, and is not likely to arise, makes no sense, even assuming the legitimacy of creating 

statutory exceptions Congress did not enact. 

Equally to the point, it was not the judgment of Congress that the BOCs had a right to 

immediate in-region long distance entry, so long as they engaged in no blameworthy behavior, 

The objective status of local competition, as measured by compliance with the competitive 

checklist and the requirements of the public interest, is the relevant statutory consideration for 

BOC entry -- not the BOC’s or its competitors’ “good faith.’’ The only exception to  this 

objective test is found in the alternate route of Track B, which is not, as BellSouth would have it, 

triggered by BOC good behavior, but by proof of bad behavior of boycotting competitors. 

Absent evidence of such misbehavior, Congress mandated interconnections h l ly  implementing the 

fourteen point competitive checklist as a prerequisite for BOC in-region entry, 

passed a different law, allowing the BOCs easier access to Track B.  In the law as passed, he 
complained, Track A was too difficult to  meet and “each of the Bell Companies may have to wait 
to apply for long distance relief until some competitor has duplicated the Bell Company’s 
network” or that it might prove “impossible” for the BOCs to enter long distance. See H.R. Rep. 
No. 204, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. 210, 212 (1995) (“Additional Views” of Reps. Dingell, Tauzin, 
Boucher, Stupak). 
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Thus, on the Track NTrack  B legal issue, the Commission should conclude that: (1) for 

purposes of a Section 271 application, Track B is not available to  BellSouth; and (2) any Section 

271 application filed by BellSouth must be filed under Track A.’ 

111. CONCLUSION 

It is important for the Commission to consider this fbndamental legal issue at an early 

stage in this proceeding. There is no need for the parties and the Commission t o  undertake a time- 

consuming, exhaustive examination of the many issues presented by a 27 1 application filed in 

whole or in part under Track B, when on its face, Track B is not available to  BellSouth as a 

matter of law 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 27th day of May, 1997. 
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The Kentucky Public Service Commission recently reached a similar conclusion for that state, 
determining that Track A, not Track B, is the avenue which BellSouth must use for purposes of 
any Section 271 application. Order dated April 16, 1997 In the Matter of Investigation 
Concerning the Propriety of Provision of InterLATA Services bv BellSouth Telecommunications, 
Inc. Pursuant to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Case No. 96-608. 
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Summarv of Fvduation 

SBC Communications Inc.'s application to provide in-region interLATA service in 

Oklahoma jhould be denied because SBC has failed to satisfy the requirements of Section 2 7 !  of 

the Telecommunications Act of 1996. 

In enacting the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Congress sought to open all 

telecommunications markets to competition. This obiective is particularly important in  l o i ~ !  

markets, which historically have been monopolies. At present, the Bell Operating Companies 

control about three-quarters of all local exchange and access traffic in the United States. 

Section 27 1 of the 1996 Act conditions Bell Operating Company ("BOC") entry into in- 

rrsion interLXTA service on a showing that the BOC's local market is open to competition. 

Specifically, the 1996 Act requires that before a BOC may be authorized to provide in-region 

intcrLATA semices, the Federal Communications Commission must find that a BOC: ( 1 )  has 

ful ly  implemented approved access and interconnection agreements u i t h  one or more facilities- 

based local competitors serving business and residential subscribers. cr, i n  certain limited 

circumstances, has an approved or effective statement of generall) ai~ailable terms; (2) provides 

or generally offers the fourteen items on the statutory "competitive checklist": (3) satisfies the 

. L  ,''{ u; . . . . : L , , . 2  -.> ,.9--, 3 

~ n ?  the satisfaction of nondrscrimlnation conditions; and (4) has  demonstrated that in-region 

interLAT.4 entry uould be in the public interest. The 1996 Act further requires that, in  makins 

:his  deterrmnation. the FCC consult with the Department of Justice and give "substantial weight" 

of Scc!!on 2 7 7 .  including the  establishment of ;1 jtpJ:zr;. !ring dictance s u b s i d i q  
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:o its 2jjeSSment of the BOC's application for in-region interLXTA e n t q  

SBC's application for interL.4TA authority in Oklahoma falls short on sel.eral grounds. a 

zoint underscored by the lack of competitive entry into that state, despite the interest of potential 

competitors in entering the local telephone markets. As a threshold matter, SBC fails to mezt the 

prerequisites of Section 27 i(c)(  1 )  so as to be able to satisfy either of the two alternative statutory 

entry tracks. Having received requests for access and interconnection by qualifying potential 

facilities-based competitors, SBC cannot proceed under Track B. Although these requests 

require that SBC's application be evaluated under the standards of Track A, SBC cannot 

presently satisfy Track A because SBC is not "providing access and interconnection" to any 

iacilities-based carrier competing with i t  for both business and residential customers 

Even if SBC were entitled to proceed under either Track A or Track B, it  still could not 

obrain approval under Section 27 1 because i t  also has not fully satisfied the competitive 

checklist. Specifically. SBC has failed to: ( 1 )  provide adequate wholesale support processes. 

which enable a competitor to obtain and maintain required checklist items such as resale services 

and access to unbundled elements: and ( 2 )  prot,ide (a)  physical collocation, and (b) adequate 

interim number portability 

Finally, granting SBC's e n t F  would not be consistent LC irh the public interest. In 

evaluating an Jpplication in this regard. the Department seeks to deterrmne v . h ~ t k :  [he  BOC's 

local markets have been irreversibly opened to competition. The Department believes that the 

most probative indicator of u hether a local market is open to competition is the history of actual 



commercial entry. This does not mean that BOC interL.4T.A entry must be delayed unt i l  local 

competition is sufficiently vigorous to discipline the BOC's market power. Actual local entry 

ivi th  successful commercial usage of the BOC's wholesale support systems may be sufficient to 

demonstrate that the inputs competitors need are commercially available. Such entry also 

permits the formulation of performance benchmarks that will enable regulators and competitors 

to detect and constrain potential BOC backsliding and competitive misconduct after long 

distance e n t q .  As of yet, however, there is no sufficient history of such entry in Oklahoma and 

our inquiry suggests that several significant obstacles to such competitive entry remain in place. 

Based on our assessment of the' market conditions in Oklahoma, we conclude that the 

current lack of entry does not reflect an absence of demand for new entrants or a lack of interest 

on the part of those planning to enter into the local markets in Oklahoma; numerous potential 

competitors -- facilities-based and otherwise -- have sought access and interconnection 

agreements with SBC. Rather, our assessment of market conditions reL.eals that competitors are 

being denied the opponunities for entry required and contemplated by the 1996 Act, in  large par  

due to SBC's failure to provide ufhat potential competitors have requested and need for effectlit 

entry. Accordingly, granting SBC ' j  application for interLATA authoriry at this time -- before 

SBC h3s done its parr to remove remaining obstacles to local competition and the necessa? s t e p  

dit :-ACT. [o ;.:.;ure that competltlon has the opportunir) LO develop - -  would not be in the pubi!: 

interest. 
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Provide In-Region, InterLATA ) 
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) 

CC Docket No. 97- 12 1 

EVALVATION OF THE 
- UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Introductioq 

The L'nited States Department of Justice. p u r s u a n t  to Section 271(d)(2)(X) of the 

Telecommunications Act ( "  1996 Act" or "Telecommun~cat~ons Act"\ . '  submits this evaluation 

of the application filed by SBC Communications Inc. ( 'SBC") on Apr i l  I I ,  1997 to provide ~ n -  

region interLXTX telecommunications services in the state of Oklahoma.' Congress granted the 

I n . ~ t  State< Deparment of Justice :he Department r b e  EuecutlLe Branch agenc! c r i r , ~ :  

' Pub. L. No. 104-104. 110 Stat. 56 (1996)(codified at 47 U.S.C. 9 151 m.) 
' Section 27 l(d)(2)(A) requires the Commission to consulr rhe Attorney General on any 

Bell Operating Company ("BOC", application to proL.ide in-region interLATA services under 
SCXIIQE - ,  ! '  i i i  I I of the Telecommunications Act and also requires [hat the Commission g : ~  c 
any written evaluatlon by the Attornc: General "substantia! u,eight" in its decision. 

-- 



responsible for protecting competition,' a significant statutory role in overseeing [he BOC 

interLATX entry process under the Telecommunications Act 2nd helping to ensure that the 

timing of BOC interLATA entry furthers. and does not impede. the competition in all 

telecommunications markets that the 1996 Act seeks to promote. 

SBC's application fails to satisfy the requirements of Section 371. Stated simply, SBC's 

application for interLATA authority in Oklahoma does not satisfy the statutory criteria and the 

Act's underlying objective of ensuring that local markets are open to competition. SBC's 

application, therefore, is premature. 

In Part I of this evaiuation, the Department describes the statutory framework of the 1996 

.Act. In Pan 11, the Department explains why SBC has failed to comply with either of the two 

entry tracks established in Section 7_71(c)( 1).  Part I11 then discusses several areas in which SBC 

has failed to satisfy the competitive checklist. Finall!.. Pan IC' reviews SBC's application under 

the publlc interest standard. focusins on the compet1tlk.e environment in local 

telecommunications in Oklahoma and the reasons why competition has not yet developed there.' 

The subrmssion of  : r , i \  ebaludtlon doe> not affect the independent enforcement 
:e\ponsibilirieb of the Depmment under :he ;intitrust l a ~ s .  See. e gL, United Statec k R C .A . 
358 L' S 3?4. 350 11.18 (1959). See alsQ Section 601(b) of the 1996 Act, 110 Stat. 143. 

' The Department's discussion of particular areas of noncompliance in this evaluation 
does not necessarily mean that we believe that those requirements not discussed have been 
sdtisfied. 



I '  

I .  The Requirements of Section 77 1 and the Competitive 0bjectii.es 
gf the TelecQmmunications x c ~  

. .  

Congress' objective in the 1996 Act was to truly and ful ly  open all telecommunications 

markets to competition. Through Sections 25 I ,  2 5 2 ,  and 253, among others, Congress sought to 

remove the legal and economic barriers to competition in local exchange and access markets. LI 

Section 271. Congress set forth the conditions under which the Bell Operating Companies 

t 'BOCj") would be permitted to provide in-region interLATA services. 

Section 77  1 reflects a Congressional judgment that competition in interLATA markets 

could be enhanced by allowing the BOCs to enter those markets. The significant growth i n  Ions 

distance competition since the breakup of the integrated Bell system has  produced greater serl.i;r: 

. inno\ Jrion. improvements in quality, and downward pressure on prices.' InterLATA markets 

' The Commission has found that interLATA markets are sufficiently competitive to 
permit substantial deregulation. The Commission concluded in 1995 that "most major segmenrs 
of the interexchange market are subject to substantial competition today, and the vast majority of 
interexchange services and transactions are subject to substantial competition." >lotion of 
AT&T Corp. to be Reclassified as a Y o n - J ) o w  ' , Order, 1 1  FCC Rcd 3271,3288. at 1 
26 (rel. Oct. 73, 1995). It has repeated the conclusion that the market for interLATA 
x3jt;c)riiml;nic;l:ions services is 'substantiall>, competitive" i n  decisions jubjequent  :o the 
pajsase of the Telecommun~cations X c t .  m e n t a t i o n  of the N o n - . k c o  u u  ' s a [ c c u d r j j  <:- - 
Sectionb - . 7 7  1 2nd 9 7 7  - -  of the 
CC Docket No. 96-149, FCC 9 6 4 8 9  ("Son-Accounting Safeguards Order"), at 1 6 2  (rel. Dec. 

0 tulace, 
ntation of Sect ion 254(0) - of the Communicatlo ns Act of 193 3 .  as amended , Second 

24. 1996); Policv and Rules C o n c e w  the Interstate. Wexc-Varke 

Report and Order, CC Docket No. 96-61. FCC 96-324. at 14[ 21-22 (rel. Oct. 3 I .  1996). The 
Commission has found that "market forces will generally ensure that the rates. practices and 

. .  
Ac t of 1974. as amended , First Report and Order. 

. .  
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remain h i sh ly  concentrated and imperfectl! competitii.s. however, and i t  is reasonable to 

conclude that additional entry, particularly by firms with the competitive assets of the BOG, is 

likely to provide additional c0mpetitiL.e benefits.' &g Affidavit of Dr. Marius Schwartz 

("Schwarrz Aff.")  ¶¶ 7, 35. 90-98, Exhibit C to this Evaluation. 

But Section 97 1 reflects Congressional judgments about the importance of opening local 

telecommunications markets competition as well. The incumbent local exchange carriers 

i "LECs"). broadly viewed, still have virtual monopolies in local exchange services and switched 

access. and dominate other local markets as well.' Taken together, the BOCs have some three- 

classifications [of interexchange carriers) are just and reasonable and not unjustly and 
unreasonably discriminatory." Policv and R ules C o n c e m i w e r e x c h a n g e  

4. as m e n d e d ,  
Second Report and Order, CC Docket No. 96-61, FCC 96-424, at 1 2 I (rel. Oct. 3 1, 1996). The 
Commission has also rejected arguments that "current levels of competition are inadequate to 
:onstrain XT&T's prices," finding that "AT&T cannot unilaterally exercise market power." u. 
;I[ 1 13. See d S Q  ,\lotion of XT&T COT. to be Recl ass ified as a .  \on-nomi n a n t  Carri 'a, Order. 
1 1 FCC Rcd 327 I i 1995). 

. .  Market. ImDlemewion of Sec tion 'j4(-atlons Act of 193 

' In 1995. according to the Commission's long &stance market share statistics. AT&T 
had a market share of 5 3 8 ,  ,MCI 17.870, Sprint IO%, LDDS 5%, and all other long distance 
carriers 1 4 c ~  (each individually about 1 % or less) based on revenues. Federal Communications 
Commission. 1 ("FCC 1996 Common Carriers 
Statistics"). at Table 1.4 (1996). Based on these shares, the Herfindahl-Henchman Index (HHI) 
for aggregated interLATA services nationwide was approximately 3277, in 1995, placing i t  well 
i{.ithin the concentrated range. &g U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commissior,. 
Horizon t i  IIercer Guideline s .  9 1.5 (1992). The HHI has dropFed '.try substant idly from its 

. ,  . .  

. .  

. C  . , ,  . _. - 1  L)f 3 i 30 at the time of divestiture or t h t  Bel! System in 1984. 

The Commission's most recent analysis for 1995 estimates that LECs nationwide have 
99.670 of local exchange services, 97% of local private line, and 97.570 of other local services, as 
well as 98.5% of interstate and intrastate access services. Federal Communications 
Commission, Telecom munications I n d u r v  Re venue: TRS Fund W o r w e t  D m  ("FCC 1996 
TRS Data"!. 3t Table 3 (Dec. 1996). The Commission noted in  its Sotice of Proposed 



quarters o i  all local revenues nationwide, and their revenues in their local markets are twice as 

large as the net inttrLXTh market revenues in their service areas.' Accordingly, more 

. .  . .  
Rulemaking in Implementation of the LOC a1 C w e t i t i o n  P revisions i n  the Telecom municatio~: 
Act of  1994. 1 1  FCC Rcd 14171.1 6, 11.13 (rel. Apr. 19, 1996), that the competitive access 
provider revenues of S 1.15 billion in 1995 still represented "a portion of the market. 
CVhile the evidence available to the Department indicates that there has been more competitive 
entry and growth of existing competitors at the local level in 1996, thanks largely to the 
Telecommunications Act, i t  also indicates that the overall local market share of the BOCs and 
other incumbent LECs has not changed over the past year to any competitively significant exrer,:. 
Total revenues of competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs) and competitive access providers 
(C.APs) in 1996 have been estimated at only $2.2 billion, about 2% of the total revenues of the 
BOCs and other LECs. Competitors in local exchange services and switched access still have 
nationwide revenue shares of well under 1%. In  dedicated access services, competitors' 
nationwide revenue share has been estimated at about lo%, though this is concentrated heavil! ir. 
urban areas. In intraLATA toll, the LECs have lost about 25% of total revenues nationwide to 
competitors. primarily interexchange carriers. This competition has been stimulated by the 
introduction of I +  dialing parity in sixteen states, but is very uneven on a state-by-state basis. 
&g Schwartz Aff. 98 30-34, 38-39, 89 and Table 1. 

' According to the Commission's common carrier statistics, in 1995 gross long distanc: 
X L  cnues were 572.45 billion, but long distance revenues net of the S22.55 billion in access 
charges paid to reponing local carriers were $49.9 billion. In contrast, according to the same 
statistics, in 1995 all reporting incumbent local exchange carriers ("LECs), including the BOCs. 
had a total of ( 1 )  S46 billion in local exchange service revenues, including basic switched and 
private line revenues and some vertical services (of which over 537 billion was accounted for by 
BOCs), ( 7 )  $29 billion in exchange access revenues (of which over S22 billion was accounted ior 
by the BOCs), (3) $10.7 billion in intraLATA toll and rmscellancous long distance revenues rc/ 
which over $8.1 billion was accounted for by the BOCs), and (4) $10.2 billion in miscellaneous 
rel'enues (S7.2 billion for the BOCs), most of which came from directory services. carrier billicg 
and collection and nonresulated xri\.iries. The reponlng LEC.;, had S95.6 billion in  gross 
reL'enues, of whxh S S 6  billion c a n e  from the : m e  nc?\t imporrant broad categories o i  ! L K J I  
s e n  lie5 :hey provide. The BOCj '  gross rrlenues were over S7J.S billion, of which the great 
majority, over S67 billion, came from local exchange services, access and intraLATX toll. FCC 
1996 Common Carrier Statistics at Table 2.9. The Commission's estimates of the LECs' 
ret'enues are slightly higher in  another analysis, which includes the smaller LECs and puts totai 
LEC revenues in excess of  $100 billion. FCC 1996 TRS Data at Tables 18 and 19. For an 
analysis of local and long distance revenues in 1995. Schwarrz A f f .  Table I .  
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considerable benefits could be realized by fu l ly  opening these local markets to competition. &g 

Schi\,artz Aff .  38-39. .Moreover, we anticipate that there will be significant benefits from 

enabling not only the BOCs, but also interexchange carriers and other firms all to be able to 

realize the ful l  advantages of vertical integration into dl markets. as the Commission also h a  

recognized. and the 1996 Act is designed to make such integration possible.' & Schuartz .Aff 

7 .  52-88. 

Section 27 1 reflects Congress' recognition that the BOCs' cooperation would be 

necessary, at least in the short run,  to the development of meaningful local exchange compztluon, 

and that so long as a BOC continued.to control local exchange markets, i t  would have the natural 

economic incentive to withhold such cooperation and to discriminate against its competitors. 

Accordingly, Congress conditioned BOC entry on completion of a variety of steps designed to 

fclcilitate entry and-foster competition in local markets. These statutory prerequisites to 

interLATA entry ensure that the BOCs have appropriate incentives to take the steps needed to 

open their monopoly markets, while reducing their incentives and opportunities to abuse [hei: 

position in the market. Le.. disadvantaging competitors who are dependent on non-discriminatov 

access to the local exchanse network, both for local services and for integrated local and long 

Son-.-ksountins Safeguards Order ;I[ ?[ J m o  itmcnr~tion of the Locsi Competition 
Pio\.isions i n the Telecomm unicatlons AC t ot 1996 , First Report and Order, CC Docket So j .  $0- 
98 and 95-185, FCC 96-325. at 14 (rel. Xug. 8, 1996) ("Local Competition Order")("under the 
1996 Act, the opening of one of the last monopoly bottleneck strongholds in telecommunications 
- -  the local exchange and exchange access markets -- to competition is intended to pave the u'ay 
for enhanced competition in  all telecommunications markets, by allowing all providers to enrer 
1111 markets" 1. 

6 
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distance services. In  particular. Congress carefully structured the four, inter-related prerequiji:t, 

for BOC entry to ensure both ( 1) that the BOCs would have appropriate incentives to cooperarc 

'-6 ith competitors who wished to enter' local markets, and (2) that BOC entry into 1nterLAT.A 

markets would not be held hostage indefinitely to the business decisions of the BOCs' 

competitors. Thus. rather than allowing for immediate entry or entry at a date certain, Congrej: 

chose to accept some delay in achieving the benefits of BOC interLATA entry in order to achle,.e 

the more important opening of local markets to competition. 

Section 27 I establishes four basic requirements for long distance entry." The first three . 
such requirements -- satisfaction of the requirements of Section 27 1 (c)( I ) (A) ("Track A") or 

Section 27 l ( c i (  1)(B) ("Track B"). the competitive checklist, and Section 272 -- establish specific, 

minimum criteria that a BOC must satisfy in all cases before an application may be granted. Ir. 

io Specifically, Congress required a BOC to show that: 

subsection (c)(  1) of this section and - 
( A )  the petitioning Bell operating company h a s  met the requirements of 

( i )  with respect to access and interconnection provided pursuant to 
subsection (c)( 1)(A) of this section, has fu l ly  implemented the competitive 
checklist in subsection (c)(Z)(B)of this section; or 

( i i )  with respect to access and interconnection generally offered pursuan; 
to a statement under subsection (c)(  I )(B) of this section, such statement offers z ! !  
of the items included in  :he competitive checklist in subsection icr;?NB) of th i s  
isclion; 
( B )  the requested authorimion will be carried out in  accordance wi th  the 

(C) the requested authorization is consistent with the public interest, convenient?. 

requirements of section 272 of this title; and 

2nd necessity. 
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has failed to sczrisfi Track A's entry requirements. SBC's application should be denied. 

A. The St andards of Tr ack A Go 

Track A reflects Congress' judgment that, in most circumstances, a BOC should not be 

permitted to provide in-region interLXTA service unt i l  i t  "is providing access and 

interconnection," pursuant to binding agreements approved under Section 252. to "one or mort 

unaffiliated competing providers of telephone exchange service ... to residential and business 

subscribers."" Section 271(c)( l ) (A) .  A s  the Conference Report makes clear, the access and 

interconnection agreements must have been implemented, and the competing provider(s) musi 'x 

"operational." H.R. Conf. Rep. Kc. !04-458. at 118 (,1996). Both residential and business 

customers must be served by one or more facilities-based providers" in order for the BOC to 

satisfy Track A ' s  entry requirements. While each qualifying facilities-based provider need no! 'x 
. .  

a e  Dumose of fore closing a Track R appl ication." Report and Recommendations of the 
Administrative Law Judge, OCC Cause No. PUD 97-64, at 35 (Xpr .  2 1. 1997) ("ALJ Report") 
(emphasis added). Similarly, the Oklahoma Attorney General concluded that Track B has been 
foreclosed. See Comments of the Oklahoma .Attorney General Regarding the Issues raised in 
ALTS' Motion to Dismiss, CC Docket No. 97-121, at 6-8 (Apr .  23, 1997). One OCC 
Commissioner reached the same conclusion, while the other two refrained from deciding the 
issu?. 

8 .  

' -  .?in c s d x n g e  access provider. exchange service rche;lc:, 1': cellular carrier does nor 
-.:ri.;i> Track A .  H.R.  Conf. Rep.  S d  iU4-455,, J: 148 11996). 

I !  "For the purpose of this subparagraph [Track A], such telephone exchange service m s  
be offered by such competing providers either exclusively over their own telephone exchange 
service facilities or predominantly over their ohm telephone exchange service facilities in  
combination with the resale of the telecommunications services of another carrier." Section 
' 7  I i s ) (  I ) (A \  

9 
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serving both [\.'pes of customers i f  the BOC is relying on multiple providers. i t  necessarily 

follows that i f  the BOC is relying on a single provider i t  would have to be competing to serve 

both business and residential customers. 

Congress understood that requiring operational facilities-based competition pursuant to 

binding agreements approved under Section 252 would impose some delay on BOC e n t q  into 17,- 

region interL.4T.A services. But a fundamental premise of the 1996 Act is that the developmcr,: 

of local exchange competition will require opening up the possibilities for access and 

interconnection to the BOC's local network. & S. Rep. No. 104-23, at 5 (1995). The approach 

of Track A. malung the BOCs' ability to provide interLATA services dependent on the presence 

of an implemented agreement w i t h  an operational competitor, serves Congress' purpose of 

fostering local exchange competition by providing a strong incentive for the BOC to work wi th  

potential competitors to facilitate their entry. And. as the Conference Report notes, the presence 
, 

of an operat~onal competitor actually using the checklist e!ements is important in assisting the 

State commission and thc FCC in determining, for purposes o i  Section 771(d)(Z)(B), that the 

BOC has fu l ly  implemented the checklist elements set out in the Section 27 l(c)(2) checklist. 

H.R. Coni. Rep. No. 104-458, at 148 (, 1996)." 

,' As SBC notes in its Opposition to ALTS' Motion to Dismiss, Congress rejected 
proposals to require the BOCs to wait unt i l  various "metric" tests of the substantiality of the 
competition were satisfied. Opposition of Southwestern Bell to ALTS' Motion to Dismiss and  
Request for Sanctions, CC Docket No. 97- 12 I ("SBC Opposition to ALTS' Motion"), at 5-7 
(Apr. 78, 1997). But Congress was clear that there must be some operational facilities-based 
mmpsririon for business and residential subscribers Qnder Track A.  

10 
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Jddition. Congress imposed a fourth requirement. calling for the exercise of discretion by the 

Department of Justice and the Commission. The Department is to perform a competitive 

eLfaluation of the application, "using anv  standard the Attorney General considers appropriate." 

1 7  L'.S.C. 4 271(d)(2)(A)( 1997) (emphasis added). And. in  order to approve the application. the 

Commission must find that "the requested authorization is consistent with the public interest. 

convenience. and necessity." 47 U.S.C. 27 l (d)(3)(C)(  19971. In reachins its conclusion on ;1 

particular application, the Commission is required to give "substantial weight to the Attorney 

General's evaluation." 47 U.S.C. 9 27 l(d)(2)(A)( 1997). 

C's A-on Does Yot S a w  Preco nditions of Section 27 1 (cli  I N64) G r  (B1 . .  n. 

Section 27 I (c ) ( l )  of the 1996 Act requires the BOC seeking authority to provide in-  

region interLATA services to meet the requirements of subparagraph (A) ("Track A") or 

subparagraph (B) ("Track BY. SBC contends that i t  meets the standards of both  tracks. I t  

claims to haLe satisfied Track A based on an approved interconnection agreement with a 

facilities-based operational provider, Brooks Fiber. At the same time, SBC c l a m s  that i t  has 

satisfied Track B on the basis of its Statement of Generally Available Terms ("SGAT"), which 

[he Oklahoma Corporation C o m s s i o n  ("OCC") allowed to take effect by lapse of time for 

review under the 1996 Act, without approving it .  I n  our view, based on the facts presented, 

SBC'> ~pplication can 9 ~ f i f i  onl j  for Trdci, A ;onsidera!ion. not Track B . "  Further. A SBC 

Or, as OCC Administrative Law Judge Goldfield pul i t .  even though Brooks Fiber, rhe 
one provider relied on by SBC under Track A.  was not )et furnishlng facilities-based residential 

ice in OLlJhomJ i t  Q as a "qualifying, faci l i t ies-bsed cx:!tx under subseciion I C  ii I 1 1  A 1 for 

I I  

8 
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The approach that is now embodied in Track X \vas the only path to approval of in-reg:;,.? 

interL.AT.4 ser\'ictls for the BOCs in the Senate bill." The House Committee's Report confirms 

its concurrence in this approach. emphasizing that "[[]he Committee expects the Commission to 

derermine that a competitive alternative is operational and offering a competitive service 

somewhere in the State prior to granting a BOC's petition for entry into long distance." H.R. 

Rep. No. 104204, pt. l .  at 77 (1995). 

The House, however, added a new provision, which ultimately became Track B.'6 The 

Conference Repon explains that this provision was designed "to ensure that a BOC is not 

effectively prevented from seeking entry into the interLATA services market simpiy because no 

ixiliries-based competitor that meets the criteria set out in [Track A] has sought to enter the 

market." H.R.  Conf. Rep. Yo. 104-458. at 148 (1996). For. i f  Track A were the only entry path 

J\.ailable. a BOC could find itself permanently barred from providing in-region interLATA 

i ? r T .  ices simpi) because no competitor wished to provide the kind of facilities-based business , d  

residential competition that would satisfy Track A. 

In short, Track B provides a limited exception to the Track A requirement of operationi 

competition under an approved and implemented agreement "if ,  after 10 months after enactmeni 

of the .Act no such pro\ !der ha5 requested the access and interconnection described 

I '  . k c  Sections 255(b)( I )  and (c)(3NB) of S .  652, reproduced at S .  Rep. 104 
(1995). 

.. 
I I  

23, at 97-99 

l 6  k Section 235(a)(2) of H.R. I555. reproduced at H .R .  Rep. No. 104-20.1. pt. 1. 3t 7 
1 I995 1. 

I 1  
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s u b p a r a p p h  ( A )  before the date which is three months bciore the date [of the BOC 

applicarion]." Section 271(c)(l)(B). A BOC may also proceed under Track B if the State 

comrmssion certifies that the only such providers requesting access and interconnection have 

unreasonably delayed the process by failing to negotiate in good faith as required by Section :!I. 

or by failing to comply, "within a reasonable period of time," with the implementation scheduk 

contained in an agreement approved under Section 2 5 2 .  U. To satisfy Track B's entry 

requirements, the BOC must provide "a statement of terms and conditions that [the BOC] 

generally offers to provide such access and interconnection" (the "SGAT"), which must be 

"approved or permitted to take effect by the State commission under section 252(f)" in lieu of the 

binding and implemented agreements required by Track A. 

Because Track B was added to deal with the possibility that a BOC. through no fault oi  

Its own, could find itself barred indefinitely from satisfyins Track A. the term "such provider'' in 

Track B should be interpreted with reference to the type of facilities-based competition that 

would satisfy Track A. Accordingly, we do not agree with the suggestion by the 

Telecommunications Resellers Association" that a BOC is foreclosed from proceeding under 

Track B if  i t  has received requests for access and interconnection but only from firms seeking :a 

rrn\,ide sen ices  that would not satisfy Track A. such as a carrier that does not plan 10 proL'tde 

In its Comments on ALTS' motion to disrmss SBC's application, the 1 -  

Telecommunications Resellers Association stated that a request by a competing carrier can 
preclude entry under Track B even if that carrier does not intend "10 pro\,ide services 'either 
exclusively . . . or predominantly ove r .  . . [its] own telephone exchange facilities." Commer.:. 
the Telecommunications Resellers Association. CC Docket No.  97-121. at 7 cApr. 28. 1991). 



senice either exclusively or predominantly over its own facilities. See H.R. Rep. KO. 104-204, 

pt. I .  at 77 ( 1995).13 

But,  contrary to SBC's contention, a BOC is not entitled to proceed under Track B simpiy 

because firms requesting interconnection and access for the purpose of providing services that 

would satisfy the requirements of Track A are not already providing those services at the time or' 

the request. Such an interpretation of Section 27 1 would radically alter Congress' scheme, 

expanding Track B far beyond its purpose and, for all practical purposes, reading the carefully 

crafted requirements of Track A out of the statute. Similarly, as discussed below, a requesting 

potential facilities-based carrier need not even have fulfilled all of Track A 's  requirements at the 

time of the BOC's Szction 27 1 application to foreclose the BOC from proceeding under Track B. 

as Congress understood that some time would be necessary before an agreement would be ful ly  

implemented and a provider would become operational. 

I f  SBC's interpretation of Track B were correct. Track B would no longer be a iirmted 

exception applicable where a BOC would otherwise be foreclosed indefinitely from entry into in- 

region interLAT.4 markets. Rather, Track B would become the standard path, allowing BOCj to 

seek authorization to provide in-region interLATA services even i f  no Section 3 2  agreement to 

Since Track A,  contrary to XLTS' suggestlon. does not require each separate facilities- 
based competitor to be providing both residential and business service as long as both residential 
and business subscribers are being served by some facilities-based provider, i t  also follows that 
Track B can be foreclosed even if each separate provider requesting access and interconnection 
does nor intend lo provide both residential and business services, i f  the requesting providers as a 
?roup satisfy that requirement. 

IS 

13 



provide access and interconnection to the local network had been successfully implemented. 

despite would-be facilities-based competitors' timely efforts. To accept SBC's position, one 

would have to assume that Congress enacted Track A soiely to deal with two situations of 

narrowly limited significance: ( 1 )  where a BOC application is filed less than ten months after 

enactment; or 2)  where a competitor has managed to begin providing facilities-based local 

exchange services to residential and business customers more than three months before the BOC 

applies under Track B ,  which the BOC may do as early as ten months after enactment of the 

statute. There is no basis for the assumption that Congress intended Track A, the only track 

included in the bill as originally passed by the Senate, to play such an insisnificant role. 

On the contrary, Congress well understood that few, if  any. ivould-be facilities-based 

competitors to the BOCs would be likely to negotiate, obtain state approval, and fully implement 

qrerments  providing for access and interconnection, m d  begin offering services satisfying T x k  

A, all in  the seven months (ten months less the three-month window) immediately i'ollowing 

enactment of the statute. Indeed, Congress expected that many potential competitors would not 

even make their requests unt i l  the FCC's implementing rules were promulpted, within six 

months of enactment. & H.R. Conf. Re?. No. 104-358, at 138-19 (1996). Congress a1lou.e~ 

state commissions 90 days to review and approve nesotiattd agreements, while allotting nine 

months for completion of arbitrations. and .I il;rrher 30 GJ.)S for reiiew and approval of  ~r 

arbitrated agreement. For a potential competitor merely to have an approved agreement in hand 

would have taken at least the fu l l  ten months after passage of the 1996 Act i f  arbitration were 



necessary, even i f  the potential competitor had made its request promptly after the 1996 Act 

became law. Moreover, implementation of such an agreement is far from automatic; et'en if  the 

BOC and competing provider cooperate fully, technical issues will inevitably impose some delai 

to fu l l  imp~ementat ion. '~  

Nor is there reason to believe that Congress expected that any significant number of 

facilities-based competitors would be providing service to residential and business customers 

without an implemented agreement for interconnection and access. To the contrary, the 1996 . k t  

was premised on Congress' understanding that, at least in the short r u n ,  such agreements will 

normally be an essential prerequisite to effective local exchange service competition." Or, as the 

Wisconsin Public Utilities Commission aptly put i t ,  "[ilt is not logical to expect facilities-based 

: u  SBC argues that a facilities-based competitor might have negotiated an interconnection 
agreement x i t h  the incumbent BOC and become operational prior to enactment of the 1996 IC:. 
Such a competitor could request interconnection under the 1996 Act, "thereby allowing 
'immediate' interLATA entry by the Bell company under the A Track." SBC Opposition to 
.ALTS' >totion at 16. SBC provides no reason to believe that Congress expected such situations 
to be common, however. Based on the Department's experience with the implementation of the 
Telecommunications Act nationwide, only a small minority of states had any local exchange 
Lompetition before the 1996 Act was passed, and very few providers had become operational. 
Indeed, the Conference Report cites only one facilities-based provider that had obtained an 
interconnection agreement to provide local services before the 1996 Act was passed, Cablevision 
in New York. H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 104-458. at 148 (1996). 

- ' SBC juggestj that ;1 f ~ i ! : : ; ~ - D ~ j e d  competitor mght have pro\ idcd "limited 1) pt" - f 
local senice to business and residential customers completely over its own network" before 
requesting interconnection. SBC Opposition to XLTS' Motion at 17. Once again, i t  suggtbts ~3 
reason to believe that Congress thought that this would often be the case. The Department is not 
aware of any provider other than the ILECs that had a significant facilities-based telephone local 
exchange network of its own in the United States, sufficiently ubiquitous to dispense with 
interconnection with the BOCs. before the 1996 Act was passed. 



<ompetition prior io interconnection being available." Findings of Fact, Conclusions of L3w and 

Order. .Clatters Relating to Satisfaction of Conditions for Offering InterLATA Service 

( Wisconsin Bell Ins .  d/b/a Ameritech Wisconsin), Wisconsin Public Service Commission. 

Docker So. 6720-TI-120 at 15 (Dec. 13, 19961. In  sum, reading the phrase "such provider" I:! 

Track B to require not only that the firm be seeking to provide services that would satisfy T:xL 

A,  but also that i t  already be providing them. would essentially read Track A out of the statute. 

The legislative history confirms that Congress intended no such result. To the c o n u q .  

Congress assumed that firms w,ould not yet be operational competitors when they requested the 

interconnection and access arrangements necessary to enable them to compete. Thus, for 

example. the Conference Comrmttee described Track B as ensuring that a BOC is not foreclosed 

from seeking e n t y  "simply because no facilities-based provider that meets the criteria set out in 

neLc section 271(c)(lI(A) has sought to enter ..." H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 10.1-458. at 148 (1996) 

i emphasis added). I t  emphasized the imponmce of the FCC promulgating rules implementing 

Section 251 within six months of the statute's enxtment  precisely so that "potential competi tors 

u i l l  ha\.e the benefit of being informed of the commission rules i n  requesting access and 

interconnection before the statutory window in new section 27 l (c)(  1)(B) shuts." U. at 1 4 8 4 9  

iemphdsis added) Accord. H.R. Rep 50 103-304, pt. I ,  at 7 7 - 7 8  (1995) (The bill would "not 

::c~[e a n  u n r ~ . i ~ ~ i . , ~ b i t  burden on ;1 L ould-he comDetitor to step r ' o r u d  and request xcecs  2nd 

16 
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interconnection” (emphasis added)).” 

Congress fu l ly  appreciated the procompetitive potential of permitting the BOCs to 

pro1,ide in-reZion interLATA services, and i t  was sensitive to the BOCs’ concerns that such e n t r  

not be unreasonably delayed. Bu t  Congress was also concerned with fostering local exchange 

competition. Under SBC’s interpretation. Section 27 I(c)( 1 )(B) would reward the BOC that 

failed to cooperate in implementing an agreement for access and interconnection and thereby 

prevented its competitor from becomins operational. Properly construed, however, the statute 

jen.25 Congress’ procompetitive purposes by affording the BOC a strong incentive to cooperate 

;is would-be facilities-based competitors attempt to negotiate agreements and become 

operational. 

Track B appropriately safeguards the BOCs’ interests where there is no prospect of 

facilities-based competition that satisfies Track A. either because no competitor desires to 

7 ~ 1 .  :de I t  or hecause competitors cannot or u ! i l  no; move mv.wd fu l l  implementation of 3 

Se2Iion 7 5 2  agreement in  a timely fashion. But Track B does not represent congressional 

Jbandonment of the fundamental principle, carefully set forth in Track A, that a BOC ma>; not 

begin providing in-region interLATA scmices before there are operational facilities-based 

:or.?e!itors in the local exchange market, if there are firms moving toward that goal i n  n umel! 

- 8  

- The legislative history that SBC cites in its Opposition to ALTS’ LMotion to Dismiss, 31 
11- 15. is most reasonably understood as relating to the question whether the provider or 
providers requesting interconnection and access must be seeking to provide services that would 
qualify under Track .4 or whether, as XLTS argues. “such provider” may include firms seeking :c‘ 

pro\ ide pure resale or other services that could not ever be used to satisfy Track A .  

17 
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GiL,en the sensible relationship between Track A and B set out above, SBC is clearly no! 

entitled to proceed under Track B because i t  has received requests for interconnection and access 

from at least two qualifying providers, and the state commission has not certified that either 

&la) ed the negotimon or implementation process. Brooks Fiber ("Brooks") made its initial 

request for access 3nd interconnection with SWBT in March 1996, and Cox Communications 

("Cox") made its request on October 23, 1996, substantially more than three months before 

SBC's application was filed.22 

Both Brooks and Cox have manifested their intent to be facilities-based competitors and  

are working toward that goal." Both have substantial telecommunications facilities in place i n  

one or both of the major metropolitan areas in Oklahoma, including switches and installed fiber, 

rhJt they could to provide service to business and residential consumers. Brooks is ahead) 

proL.iding f.i.silitis~-based senice to business customers i n  Oklahoma City and Tulsa, and its 

intent to enter the residential market is reflected by its tariff and ongoing internal test of 

residential resale. A s  SBC itself has noted, Brooks has already invested substantial resources. 

3 ,  

-- Comments of Brooks Fiber Properties, Inc. ,  in Support of Motion to Dismiss and 
Rfque; :  i'oi Sanc[!cnj by the .4ssociation for Local Telecommunic~tions Services, CC D o c k [  
No. 97- 12 I 'Brooks ALTS' &lotion Comments" i, at 4-5 (Apr. 28, 1997); Comments of COY 
Cammunications. ins.. CC Docket So. 9?-121 ("Cox FCC Comments"), at I ( M a y  I .  1997) an3 
Declaration of Carrington Phillip ("Phillip Decl.") 93, attached to Cox FCC Comments. 

" Brooks ALTS' Motion Comments at 4 n.7;  Comments of Cox Communications, Inc. 
on &lotion IO Dismiss. CC Docket No. 97-121 ("Cox ALTS' Motion Comments"). at 1-2 (Apr. 
2 % .  1997). 

18 
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and i t  plans to invest substantially more to become a facilities-based provider in Oklahoma." 

.And Cdu. ivith an existing cable television system in Oklahoma City, is precisely the type of 

provider that Congress envisioned as providing meaningful facilities-based competition. & 

H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 104-458, at 148 (19961." 

There is no reason to believe that Brooks or Cox would wish to delay becoming 

operational as facilities-based competitors. Neither stands to benefit from delaying SBC's entry 

into in-region interexchange markets because neither has significant interexchange business in 

Oklahoma, and Brooks' substantial investments will yield no return unt i l  i t  begins to serve 

customers. Moreover. SBC's complaints that waiting for Brooks and/or Cox to become 

operational would unduly delay its entry into in-region interLATA service ignore the evidence 

that SBC has failed to cooperate fully i n  that process.'6 And, i n  any event, if SBC can establish 

'' & .Affidavit of Gregory J. Wheeler ("Wheeler Aff.") ¶7, attached to Brief in Suppor! 
af Application by SBC Communications Inc., Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, and 
Southwestern Bell Long Distance for Provision of In-Region InterLATX Senices  in Oklahoma. 
CC Docket No. 97-121 ("SBC Brief ')  (Apr. 11, 1997). 

.< 
-. There are also other potential competitors in Oklahoma that have installed or are 

constructing facilities. and have entered into agreements with SK'BT: they also may provide a 
basis for a Track A application once they have fully implemented agreements and they ha\.e 
become operational. For example. SBC's application notes that the competitive access provider 
ACSI already has facilities in Tulsa, and that Sprint. which has an approved agreement, is 
::Tnstructing PCS facilities in Tulsa. SBC Brief x 93-94, 

' b  In particular, to the Depanment's knowledge. SBC has provided no workin: physical 
collocation in Oklahoma. Brooks Fiber requested collocation i n  SWBT's central offices in  Tulsa 
i n  June, 1996, but. as of the date of SBC's application, still had not received collocation. Initial 
Comments of Brooks Fiber Communications of Oklahoma Inc. and Brooks Fiber 
Communications of Tulsa Inc., OCC Cause No. PCD 97-64 ("Brooks OCC Comments"), at 3-4 
(Mar. I 1 .  1997). Brooks has also complained th3t i t  cannot order unbundled loops because i t  k s  

19 
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that both Brooks and Cox have "violated the terms of an qrecment  approved under Section 252" 

by failing "to comply, within a reasonable period of time. with the implementation schedule 

contained in such agreement," it  has a remedy under Section 27 I(c)( 1)(B). 

Because SBC has received timely requests for interconnection and access from potenti.: 

facilities-based carriers triggering the requirements of Track A (and has not obtained a 

certification that the requesting carriers have failed to negotiate in  good faith or have failed to 

implement their agreements within a reasonable period of time), i t  is not eligible to proceed 

under Track B.  

B. SBC's Application Does Not Meet the Requirements of Track A Because No 
Operational Fac . . .  u s - R a s e d  Provider Ser V es -1 C u s t o m  

SBC's claim that i t  has satisfied Track A rests on its provision of interconnection and 

access to Brooks Fiber, the only new operatlond local exchange provider in Oklahoma with 

u hom SBC has an approved access and interconnection agreement. Although Brooks plans to 

o f f u  service to residential subscribers in  Oklahoma (and is doing 50 i n  other states). and has a 

tariff on file in Oklahoma under which i t  could at some point serve residential customers. i t  is r!lx 

presentl) a "competing provider of telephone exchange services . . .  to residential ... subscribers. 

as required bv Section 77 i (c ) (  1 ) (A) ,  It is undisputed tha! Brooks' onlv residential services are 

pro\ ; . k d  by resale of SBC senices to four Brooks employees N ho are participating in a ver) 

limited trial. in  order to test whether such resale would work well enough to be offered 

no \$ork ing  interconnection arrangements n. i th  SWBT See i n f r a  Parr III.C.7 

70 
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7 -  commercially.- The provision of service on a test basis doe$ not make Brooks a "competing 

provider" of service to residential "subscribers." in the absence of any effort on Brooks' part to 

prob.idr service on a commercial basis. Therefore, SBC does not satisfy the requirements of  

m SBC H as Failed to Sho w that It Has S atistied the ComDe t i  tive Checklist R e w e m  ents 
. -  

A. SBC LMust Provide Each of the Checklist Items in a Manner that Will Enable Its 
s to Operate Effectively 

Section 27 l(c)(2)(A) requires that a BOC proceeding under Track .A provide access and 

interconnection that meets the requirements of the fourteen-point "competitive checklist" set 

.7 - &g Brooks OCC Comments at 7 .  .Administrative Law Judge Goldfield determined i c  

the OCC's Section 27 I proceeding, on the basis of the uncontroverted evidence, that "all four of 
the [Brooks] residential customers are provided throush resale of SWBT service and on a t e j [ -  

basis. ' ALJ Repon at 14, 3 5 .  In  addition, the affidavit of John C.  Shapleigh: Brooks' Executive 
Vice President-Regulatory and Corporate Development, subrmtted to the Commission with 
XLTS' motion to dismiss this application, plainly states that "Brooks is not now offering 
residential service in Oklahoma, nor has i t  ever offered residential service in Oklahoma." hlr. 
Shapleigh explains that Brooks' local exchange service tariffs in Oklahoma are subject to the 
"availdbility on a continuing basis of all the necessary facilities," and because "necessary 
facilities are not yet available, Brooks is not accepting a n y  request in Oklahoma for residential 
s en~ i s r . "  Brooks' four employees testing the resold SWBT service, Mr .  Shapleigh states, do not 
pay for the sentice. and the test is " in  no wa>'  3. general offering of residential service." Brook; 
x c ~ r d i n g  10 M r .  Shaplelgh, "has  mads no dw; \ ion  >'et  3s to the timing of m offering or' 
residential senice in Oklahoma," and has not yet gained enoush experience with SWBT's resa!e 
5 )  siems "to determine whether Brooks can effectively use them on even an ancillary basis" to I ; >  

planned use of SWBT's unbundled loops when those become available. Affidavit of John C. 
Shapleigh ("Shapleigh Aff.") 81 3-6, attached to hfotion to Dismiss and Request for Sanctions by 
the Association for Local Telecommunications Services. CC Docket No. 97- 121 ("ALTS' 
>Iot:on") f.4pr. 21 .  19971. 

. 
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forth i n  Section 27 I (~c)(?)(B),  pursuant to "one or more qreement5."" The competitive check!:st 

specifies a minimum set of facilities, services, and capabilities that must always be made 

a\,ailable to competitors, thereby ensuring that a wide range of entry strategies will be 

~1i 'ai  I able. '' 
Because the statute allows the BOC to provide access and interconnection pursuant to 

"one or more agreements," i t  does not matter whether any single competitor requests or uses al: 

fourteen checklist items, so long as the BOC is providing each element to at least one facilities- 

based competitor. LMoreover, that requirement may be satisfied, at least in some instances, 

through the use of "most favored nation" clauses which readily allow provisions of other 

approved interconnection agreements to be imponed into agreements with qualifying Track X 

competitors. Since different competitors may need different checklist items, depending on their 

individual business plans, such flexibility furthers the Congressional purpose of maximizing the 

options available to new entrants, without foreclosing BOC long distance entry simply becaus? 

its competitors choose not to use all of the options. 

For the same reason, we believe that, under some circumstances. a BOC may be 

'8A BOC proceedmg under Track B must be "generally offering" such access and 
interconneirion. 

' 3  
- hlany of :he checklist items expressly require "nondiscriminatoq," proL.i.;ion. and in  

k i l t i o n  the "nondiscriminatory" terms and conditions required b j  Section 25 I apply both to thz 
LECs' treatment of other competitors and to the LECs' treatment of their own affiliates, so that 
the LECs must provide unbundled elements at the same level of quality as they do for 
themselves, to the extent technically feasible. Local Competition Order at 88 217- 18 (footnotes 
omitted). 



'proi iding" a checklist item under an agreement even though competitors are not actually using 

that item. at least where no competitor is actually requesting and experiencing difficulty 

obraining that item. A BOC i j  providing an item, for purposes of checklist compliance, if  the 

item 15 available both as a legal and practical matter, whether or not any competitors have chosen 

to use i t .  If  a BOC has a p p r o i d  agreements that set forth complete prices and other terms and 

conditions for a checklist item, and if  i t  demonstrates that i t  is willing and able promptly to 

jd t l j i )  requests for such quantities of the item as may reasonably be demanded by providers. at 

xceptable levels of quality, i t  still can satisfy the Checklist requirement with respect to an item 

for which there is no present demand 

By  the same token, however, an agreement that does not set forth complete rates and 

terms for a checklist item, but merely invites further negotiation at some later time, falls short of 

' pro\ iding" the item as required by Section 27 I ,  as does a mere 'paper commitment" to prot.16: 3 

checklist item, i.e., one unaccompanied by  any showing of the actual ability to provide the i t e c  

on demand." Nor does m offer to provide a checklist item at some time in the future constitute 

*providing" i t ,  i f  the item is not presently available. In sum. a BOC is "providing" a checklist 

item only if i t  has a concrete and specific legal obligation to provide i t ,  is presently ready to 

" In arguing tnat i t  is "providing" checklist items c\'en though competitors are not 
actually us ing  such items, SBC analogizes the provision of items under the checklist to 3 dinnc: 
party. contending that the host has "provided" hors d'oeuvres even i f  no one chooses to panake. 
SBC Brief at 16 n .  17. We agree with SBC that it  may "provide" checklist items in this sense. hut 
ani) i f  the provided food is edible. available in  adequate quantities, and if the guests are alloued 
Jcce?;j to i t .  

'3 
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furnish i t .  dnd makes i t  available as a practical. as well as fdiza1. matter:" 

The 1996 Act provides an opportunity for state commissions to evaluate a BOC's 

compliance with the checklist but, as the 1996 Act makes p l a n ,  the final determination of 

compliance rests with the FCC. Section 771(d)(3) requires the Commission to deny BOC 

applications unless " i t "  finds that the statutory requirements have been satisfied. Similarly, 

Section 271(d)(2)(B) requires the FCC to "consult with the State commission . . . in order :o 

verify the compliance" of an applicant with the checklist requirements, language which clearl) 

indicates that verification is ultimately the FCC's responsibility. 

B. The Oklahoma Corpoiation Commission's Opinion that SBC Satisfies the 
Chec klis t Re tlects Its Erroneous Lesal Interpret at ions 

SBC has failed to demonstrate compliance with the competitive checklist requirements in  

Oklahoma.!' We reach this conclusion. and believe the Commission should as well. despite the 

contrary conclusion of the mJjority in the Oklahoma Corporation Commission's split 2-1 

decision. 

" Several state commissions and state officials have followed a similar approach to 
dc;iling wi th  SGAT approval and checklist compliance in their Section 171 compliance 
proceedings. See. e a ,  Hearing Examiner's Proposed Order. Investigation concerning Illinois 
Bell Telephone Companv's Compliance with Section 27 I (c)  of the Telecommunications Act of 
; ! J ? ? .  Illinois Commerce Commmion. Docket So.  96-0404 I "ICC HEPO"' .  ;It 6-5 ( ,Mar .  5.  
! 997); Order Regarding Stmmctr,t. BellSouth Telecommunications. Inc ' 5  Statement of 
G e n e r ~ l l y  .A\.ailable Terms and Conditions Lnder Section 252i t7  of the Telecommunications . \ i t  
of 1996, Georgia Public Service Commission, Docket No. 7753-Li ("GA PSC Order"), at 6-7 
( M a r .  20. 1997). 

;- - I n  light of the other clear deficiencies, this evaluation address onl) some of the 
\ i + < i J n t i a l  checklist issues raised by SBC's application. 



We assume that the FCC will carefully weigh the views of state commissions, as !he 

Department does. In this case, however, the OCC majority did not adopt detailed factual findinzs 

concerning checklist compliance issues, and their conclusions appear to rest. in large p m .  on 

ivh3t  we believe to be an incorrect legal interpretation of the checklist. The OCC majorit  

determined that all of the requisite checklist items "are either provided to or generally oficred tC  

competitors by SBC, and also noted the absence of any filed complaint regarding provision of 

service. assertins that lack of entry was "not due to SWBT's failure to make available" checklis: 

items." The OCC majority, however, made no findings concerning the practical availability of 

checklist items. 

In contrast to the OCC's limited view of what the checklist requires, the Administrative 

Lab, Judge. who presided over the OCC's Section 27 1 proceeding, understood Section 27 1 to 

mean that ''dl checklist items must be easily and equally accessible, on commercially operirioni 

rerms and on equai terms as to all." He concluded that this standard had not been satisfie; ,with 

respect to several checklist items, including OSS, interim number portability, collocation. and 

directory assistance, finding that "the evidence in this case is that SWBT does not current!!. 

provide all checklist items in such a manner." Accordingly, the ALJ  determined that "[[]he 

evidence in  this case indicates that there are currently impediments and blockades to local 

i~mpe t i t i on  in Oklahoma. ' "  The dissenting OCC Commissioner. as hell as the Oklahoma 

Final Order, OCC Cause No. PUD 97-64, Order No. 41 1817 ("OCC Final Order"), at 7 -  
3 ( A p r .  30, 1997). 

"..I\LJ Repon at 35-36. 
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Attorney General and the OCC staff, agreed n*ith the ALJ's finding that the checklist had not 

been satisfied." The Department concurs u i t h  their conclusions on this issue. 

C. SBC H as Failed to Pro vide S e ve r a1 Check I is t I t  em 

1. SBC Has Failed to Show that Competitors Can Effectively 
Obtain and iMaintain Resale Services and Unbundled Elements 

The competitive checklist of Section 27 l(c)(2)(B) requires a BOC proceeding under 

Track A to "provide" resale services and access to unbundled elements, among other items, 

pursuant to Section 25 I .  X CLEC using these items will have to engage in multiple transactions 

wi th  the BOC for each customer or access line the CLEC wins in competition with the BOC. 

Because each BOC has millions of access lines, meaningful compliance with the requirement that 

the BOC make available resale services and access to unbundled elements demands that the BOC 

put in place efficient processes, both electronic and human. by u.hich a,CLEC can obtain and 

maintain these items in competitively-significant numbers. The checklist requirements of 

providing resale services and access to unbundled elements would be hollow indeed if the 

efficiency of -- or deficiencies in -- these "wholesale support processes," rather than the dictates 

df the marketplace, determined the number or quality of such items available to competing 

'' Dissenting Opinion of Commssioner Bob AnthiXn:. . rJICC Cause No. PUD 97-04 
{"Anthony Dissenting Op."),  at 1-3 (Xpr .  30. 1997). 

.\6 AT&T alone has provided SBC with forecasts of over one hundred thousand resale 
orders per month in SBC's region. Attachment 2 1 to the affidavit of Nancy Dalton ("Dalton 
Affi."). attached to Comments of AT&T in Opposition to SBC's Section 27 1 Application for 
Ok!dhoma, CC Docket No. 97- 12 1 (".AT&T FCC Comments") (May I ,  1997). .Automutcd 



.A key component of the wholesale support processes necessary to provide adequate res2.r 

service and unbundled elements is the electronic access to the operations support system IOSS, 

functions that BOCs must provide under the Commiss,ion's rules. In its J.ocal Commit ion 

Order, the Commission required BOCs to provide access to their OSSs-systems originally 

designed to facilitate practicable provision of retail services-as an independent network elemer.! 

under Section 25l ic)(3)  that the BOCs must provide under item (i i )  of the checklist,3- as well as 1 

term or condition of providing access to other network elements under the checklist. In 

evaluating checklist compliance with regard to a BOC's OSS systems, the Department will 

evaluate ( 1 )  the functions BOCs make available: and ( 2 )  the likelihood that such systems h-ill fi.: 

under significant commercial usage. Overall, the Department will consider h.hether a BOC has 

made resale services and unbundled elements, as well as other checklist items, practicably 

available by providing them via wholesale support processes that ( 1 )  provide needed 

functionality; and (2)  operate in a reliable, nondiscriminatory manner that provides entrants a 

meaningful opportunity to compete. '* 

ordering interfaces can take many months to develop, and several BOCs have encountered 
problems that extended such development over a year. Allegedly "providing" such resale 
services without the current capability to furnish competitively-significant numbers of such 
services falls short of satisfyins a BOC's obligations under Section 27 l (c) .  

.-  
L d i i  Csmpetition Order at 7 5 17. BeCaUje the Conmission interpreted x c ' e s <  :CY 05 5 

J j  J t e in  or condition of providing resale service5 and access to other elements in general, this 
requirement is also embodied i n ,  among other items, checklist items ( i v ) ,  ( v ) ,  ( v i ) ,  and   xi^'). 

'* Section 25 l(c)(3), referenced in item ( i i )  of the checklist and implicated in many others. 
obligates an incumbent LEC to provide access to unbundled elements (OSS functions and other 
elements), upon request. that is "nondiscriminatory." and on rates. terms. 2nd conditions that  are  
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a. Checklist Compliance Requires Automated Support Systems 

Under Section 17 1, an applicant must demonstrate that i t  can practicably provide 

checklist items by means of efficient wholesale support processes, including access to OSS 

functions. These processes must allow CLECs to perform ordering, maintenance, billing, and 

other functions at parity with the BOC's retail operations. Further. a BOC's wholesale support 

processes must offer a level of functionality sufficient to provide CLECs with a meaningful 

opportunity to compete using resale services and unbundled elements. Thus, in general, to 

satisfy the checklist wholesale support processes must be automated if the volume of transacticns 

would, in the absence of such automation, cause considerable inefficiencies and significantly 

impede competitive entry. Appendix A describes in more detail the types o i  automated systems 

that, in  the Department's experience, are likely to be necessary to provide adequate wholesale 

support processes. 

'JUS[. reasonable. and nondiscriminatory." Finding that "just [and] reasonable . . . terms and 
conditions" are those that "should s e n e  to promote fair and efficient competition," the 
Commission. properly has required BOCs to provide unbundled elements and resale services 
under "terms and conditions that would provide an efficient competitor with a meaningful 
opportunity to compete." Local Competition Order at q 3 15; m a  tion of & L o c a  

etition Pro visions m n l c a t l o n s  Act of  1996 ~ Second Order on 
Reconsideration, CC Docket Yos. 96-98 and 95- 185 ("2nd Recon Order"), at 9 (specifically 
ciisiussin: access to operations support s>'stems I. Separately. the Commission interpreted 
C ' n s i f . < S '  use of the term " n o ~ ~ : ~ ; : i m i n l i r ~ r ) "  : E  Section 2 5  1.  and in particular ii.ith regard i ~ ?  

"nondiscriminatory access" to unbundled elements, as requiring a comparison between a BOC's 
x c e s s  to elements and the access provided CLECs ( in  addition to a comparison between the 
access afforded different CLECs). This interpretation establishes a parity requirement where 3 

meaningful comparison can be made between a BOC's and a CLEC's access tG the BOC's 
network elements. The Commission required such a comparison "where applicable." 2nd Recon 
Order at ¶ 9; Local Competition Order at 3 15. 

. .  . .  . .  
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b. A BOC Must Demonstrate that Its Whoiesale Support Processes 
Work Effecti\.ely 

A BOC's paper promise to provide the necessary fe.g., automated) wholesale support 

processes is a first step. A BOC must also. however, demonstrate that the process i t  orks in  

practice. Specifically, a BOC must demonstrate that its electronic interfaces and processes. N t t n  

combined with any necessary manual processing, allow competitors to serve customers 

throughout a state and in reasonably foreseeable quantities, or that its wholesale support 

processes are scalable to such quantities 3s demand increases. By "reasonably foreseeable," we 

mean those quantities that competitors collectively would ultimately demand in a c0mpetitiL.e 

market where the level of competition was not constrained by any limitations of the BOC's 

interfaces or processes, or by other factors the BOC may inf luen~e .~ '  

In determining whether a BOC's b,hoiejale support processes can provide the necessar. 

functionality, the Department w i l l  view internal testing by a BOC as substantially less pe:suJs:.? 

evidence of operability than testing with other carriers. and testing in either manner as less 

"See. e g ,  Comments of the Wisconsin Department of Justice Telecommunications 
Advocate in Response to Second Notice and Request for Comments. Wisconsin Public Ser\,i<: 
Cczir . :h>ion, Docket No. 6720-TI-120. at 7 ( J a n  2 7 ,  1997). 

in  order for the systems to be con.s.izre:J opsrational. they mujt hJL1jt-y at least two 
tests. First, Xmeritech must demonstrate that the jyjtemj incorporate jufi?c;snt 
sapacity to be able to handle the volumes of service anticipated when local 
competition has reached a reasonably mature state. . . . In  addition, the systems 
must have been proven adequate in fact to handle the burdens placed upon them 
as local competition first takes root. 
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persuasive evidence than commercial operation. In general, the Department will consider testing 

ei,idence alone only i f  the more compelling evidence that can be derived from commercial 

operation is not available. Where such commercial operation is limited !e .g . .  below reasonably 

foreseeable levels, limited to certain geographic regions, or limired to certain functions) or nor 

expected, the Department will carefully examine the circumstaxes to determine whether factors 

under the BOC's control are responsible for the absence of significant commercial use,. This 

approach is based on the findings and comments of states, industry organlzacions, experts, 

CLECs. and BOCs, alike, all of which reflect specific experiences in the local 

telecommunications industry to date, in addition to general experience in this and other 

industries 

C.  SBC's Provision of Resale Services and Access to Unbundled 
Elements Fails The Statutory Checklis: Standard 

X j  Appendix A describes in detail, SBC has  not demonstrated that its wholesale support 

processes are sufficient to make resale services and unbundled clements practicably available 

when requested by a competitor, as required by the checklist. Indeed, there is evidence in [he 

record to suggest that SBC has thwarted CLEC attempts to test and commercially use the 

wholesale support processes SBC claims to provide. as discussed in Part IV. Most critically. 

'nowever. the Department finds that SBC has failed 10 aernfinq!ri!e ?\.en r h r o u z h  internal testins 

[he operation of its automated processes for making resale sen ices  Jnd unbundled elements 

meaningfully available. 
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Interconnection: SBC Has Failed to Provide Requested Physical 
Collocation 

"Interconnection in accordance with the requirements of sections 25 1 (c)(Z) and 

752(d)( 1 ) "  is part o f  the statutory competitive checklist in  Section 27 l (c)(?)(B)( i ) ,  Section 

25 l (c)(6)  of the 1996 A c t  imposes a specific duty to provide physical collocation unless the 

incumbent LEC demonstrates to the state commission that this is not practical due to technical 

limitations or lack of space on the LEC's premises. Applying this requirement, the Commission 

has ruled that a requesting carrier may choose any technically feasible means of obtaining 

inrerconnection, including physical collocation." 47 C.F.R. $5 5 1.32 l(b)( l), 5 1.323 (1997). 

Xccordin,oly. the failure to provide physical collocation upon request constitutes a failure to 

provide interconnectidn as required by the checklist, unless the BOC has demonstrated that one 

of the exemptions applies. The availability of physical collocation is critical to a competing local 

F R L  iders' ability interconnect and to serve local exchange customers through the use of 

unbundled elements 

Although SBC has  provisions i n  its SGAT and some of its agreements relating to 

collocation. and claims to generally offer physical collocation as an interconnection altcmative, i t  

has  failed to provide adequately the physical collocation requested by Brooks, among others." In 

Local Competition Order at 19 549-55 1 .  

" The Department is aware of no working physical collocation arrangement in any  SWBT 
central office in Oklahoma, and very few in other SBC states. In SBC's Opposition to the 
ALTS' Motion to Dismiss in this docket, SBC asserts, in the affidavit of Deanna Sheffield. that i t  
had completed and turned over four collocation cages to Brooks. as of April 2 5 ,  1997. SBC 
acknoic ledgcb. however, that these arransements are not working, because Brooks has not yet 

3 1  



JLinc. 1396. Brooks F : k r  requested allocation i n  Sii 'BT's central offices in Tulsa and 

Oklahoma. but, as of :he date of SBC's application, Brooks still had not received collocation 

Brooks OCC CommenLs at 3-4. SWBT' j  failure to provide physical collocation, which woui; 

enable CLECs to use unbundled elements and to test the OSS interfaces which support these 

elements, appears to be a reZion-wide problem. 

SBC's Opposition to ALTS' Motion to Dismiss asserts, through the affidavit of William 

Deere, that Brooks' current virtual collocation arrangements provide access to all functions 

requested in the interconnection agreement, including the ability to use unbundled loops. 

Affidavit of William Deere ("Deere hff."), ¶ 2. attached to SBC Opposition to ALTS' MvIotion 

SBC, however, does not effectively respond to Brooks' position in its OCC Comments that i t5  

current virtual collocation arrangements do not give Brooks the same technically and 

cconomicdly feasible access to unbundled elements that its negotiated physical coliocation 

had an  opponunity to place and test equipment. Affidavit of Deanna Sheffield ("Sheffield X f f " ) ,  
a¶ 2-3, attached to SBC Opposition to ALTS' hlotion. Sirmlarly, in the Public Utility 
Commission of Texas' investigation into SWBT's entry into the interLATA market. SWBT's 
rtsponse to a Request for Information on April 24, 1997, indicated that i t  had delivered only four 
working physical collocations out of 59 requests in  Texas. Two of the offices were delivered !o 
hlztro Access Networks, which is currently in arbitration with SWBT on the physical collocation 
?r :< :n ;  ijjue.  Jnd, thus, does not h3i.e i n  interconnection agcement with SIi'BT. Respcnse :< 
SWBT t~ Request for Information, Investigation of South:r e1;ern E3e1! Telephone Compan) ' b  

E n t r y  Into the Texas InterLATh Telecommunicmons Market. Public Ut i l i t y  Com,wssicn 17; 
Texas, Docket No. 16251 ("Texas RFI Response"), Request So. 18-JE (.Attachment E to this 
Evaluation. Some parts of the Texas RFI Response were submitted under claim of 
confidentiality by SWBT. The Department has not had dccess to the confidential portions of 
Sij. 'BT's responses and the responses offered in this attachment "ere not submitted under c l a m  
' - 8  f :i?n fiden t i ali ty ). 



a.rrang=mentj would provide. Brooks explains that, "[u.]ith tariffed virtual collocation. the point 

of interconnection normally is outside of the central office, deployment of remote switching 

equipment is not permitted, and the interconnector designates but does not oivn the transmission 

equipment . . . This type of virtual collocation is not usable by Brooks for unbundled loop accejj  

due to both network and economic feasibility considerations." Brooks OCC Comments at 3 n.6 

In its comments in this docket, Brooks continues to assert that its current tariffed virtual 

collocation arrangements do not technically or economically support the use of unbundled loops 

and, as a result, they have had to use less effective alternatives than the use of unbundled loops. 

Opposition of Brooks Fiber Properties, Inc., to Application of SBC Communications Inc., CC 

Docket No. 97-121 ("Brooks FCC Comments"), at 10 n .  6 (hlay 1. 1997). 

In any event, regardless of the adequacy of virtual collocation, CLECs are entitled to 

physical collocation under the 1996 Act. and SBC must provide i t  when requested. The fact that 

potential facilities based competitors cxher than Brooks have requested physical collocation in 

Oklahoma and have yet to receive i t  iro'm SLVBT strongly suggests that the problems experienced 

arc ~ttributable to SBC rather than to any particular competitor. Cox Communications made its 

initial request for physical collocation in October of i996 and i t  does not expect even to be able 

fo  begin placins equipment u n t i !  J u l y  of 1997.'' Dobson Wireless i"Dohson"). in  its Comments 

obtaining physical collocation from SWBT as an impediment to timely en tq  in Oklahoma. 

"kc Affidavit of Jeff Store) i "Storey .Aff."'i. 916. attached to Cox FCC Comments 
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Dobson, &\pite h J b  ing initially requested interconnection negotiations on December 13. 1396. 13 

still in  "negotiations" with SWBT over terms for physical collocation in SWBT's tandem central 

office in Oklahoma City. Sx Comments of Dobson Wireless. Inc.. In Support of )lotion to 

Dismiss, CC Docket No. 97- 12 I ("Dobson ALTS' Motion Comments") at 1-3 (Apr. 78, 1997 I .  

Thus. on the present record, i t  cannot be said that SWBT is either proi.iding physical collocation 

or making i t  senerally available in Oklahoma.'' 

3.  Interim Number Portability: Experience Has Shown that SBC Is Sot 
Yet Able to Provide this Checklist Item Adequately and at 
Parity with Its Own Retail Services 

SBC has failed to provide adequate interim number portability as required by the 

competitive checklist. Section 77 I(c)(I)(B)(xi)  requires that the BOC's access and 

interconnection agreements or statement of terms include "[ulntil the date by which the 

Commission issues regulations pursuant fo  section 25 I to require number portability. interim 

tslecommunications number portabilit:, through remote call forwarding. direct inward dialing 

"SBC's efforts to comply with this checklist item have not been expeditious. In  
Oklahoma, there is no statewide tariff for physical collocation and no prices for physical 
~ollocation are listed in the SGAT. In Texas, SWBT was ordered to file a physical coliocaLion 
tariff ;is part of implementing an arbitration award involving AT&T. \lCI, TCG, MFS, and 
. ICs1  The tariff [hat was filed listed man)  czntra!  offices as not suitable for tariffing, m z m i n g  

availclble :o thost: three parties who specifically requested ph).sicai collocation in  the a r b i n t x n  
proceeding. k Letter from Metropolitan Access Networks (hlXS) to Donald Russell of 3/5/97 
at 9 (Attachment F to this Evaluation). The problem with making physical collocation 
"available" on an individual case basis. as SWBT does i n  its Oklahoma SGAT and the Brooks 
q e e m e n t ,  is that all SBC is really prot,iding is an invitation to do  more negotiating on price and 
terms. This can cause further delay and may lead to more arbitration. M at 3-4. 

... ..... ,. :r,sy would have to bi: xgotiated on an i n d i v i i u ~ i  L J j t  basi.;.'.L:.t the "tariff' was only 



trunks. G r  other comparable arrangements, with as little impairment of functioning, quality. 

reliability and convenience 3s possible. After that date, full compliance with such regulations." 

Lack of number portability or inferior quality of number portability tvhen sivitching from the 

BOC to a competitor would constitute a major disincentive for customers to change their local 

exchange provider. Thus. SBC's failure to provide adequate, non-discriminatory number 

portability constitutes a significant barrier to the development of local competition in Oklahoma, 

SBC has provisions in its SGAT and a number of its agreements with competitors 

purporting to provide interim number portability. This is, in fact, one of the few provisions of 

SBC's agreements that any competitor has had the opponunity to use in market conditions in 

Oklahoma, and the experience is not encouraging. Brooks, the only operational local competitor 

in Oklahoma. has sought to pon some numbers from SWBT, but Brooks' experience in 

Ok!~!homa refutes SBC's assertion that i t  I S  providing interim number portability on a 

nondiscriminatory basis in accordance with the requirements of !he 1996 A c t  

AI  the time of SBC's application with the Commlsslon. Brooks' customers had 

experienced delays of up to several hours between the disconnection (for billing purposes I and 

the reconnection of the customer's line with remote call forwarding. See Brooks Response to 

.AT&T Request for Information, OCC Cause No. PL'D 9 - 6 4 ,  at 2 (Apr. 9.  1997). LMoreover, 

3BC h a s  not clearly demonbtrJ!sd the ability 10 provision interim n u r i - i x r  ponabilit:. 1 ' INP" )  in  a 

"non-discriminatory" manner such that a competitor using INP would be able to prot,ide the same 

Iswl of service to its customers that SU'BT provides its own retail customers. Failures of this 
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sort can be very disruptive to users. especially business customers. 2nd may discourage them 

from switching providers. SWBT has asserted. and Brooks xknou.Iedges. that some recent I S P  

con1,ersions have been implemented without any major service disruptions. but there continue to 

be implementation problems for many Brooks customers. See Brooks FCC Comments at 3 - 2 4 .  

Even if  SBC were able to improve its provisioning of I S P  to ~ 3 t l j f a ~ t 0 ~  levels given Brooks' 

current level of demand, the information before the Commission would not yet justify the 

conclusion that SWBT has the processes or resources in place to handle a commercial quantity of 

INP orders in an efficient manner, once Brooks or others actually have access to unbundled 

elements and their demand for INP becomes significantly greater. 

IV. SBC Has Failed to .Meet the Public Interest Standard as its Local hlarkets 
i n  Oklahoma are Not ODen to C o w t i o n  . .  

The public interest in opening local telecommunications markets to competition also 

requires that the Commission deny SBC's interLAT.4 entry application. SBC does not presently 

face any substantial local competition in  Oklahoma, despite the potential for such competition 

and the expressed desire of numerous providers, including some with their own facilities, to enter 

the local mxkets .  The evidence discussed in Part 111 (and in  Appendix A )  indicates that SBC ' j  

?>!!tire to eroL.ide adequate facilities. 5trL.iceQ and capabilitie.; for local competition I S  in I xzc  

;A:: r e \ p o ~ h i 5 i t  for the absence of substantial competitiw tr,!q i f  SBC were to be pernutted 

interLATA entry at this time. its incentives to cooperate in removing the remaining obstacles to 

entry would be sharply diminished. thereby undermining the objectives of the 1996 Act. Finally, 
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without observing commercial use or testing of SBC's wholesale support processes to ensare 

their adequacy and ability to meet specified performance measures. the Department cannot 

conclude that regulation can safeguard against any future abuse or neglect by SBC, Le., to 

prevent i t  from taking advantage of its domnant position in the market. Accordingly, as the 

local market in Oklahoma has not been irreversibly opened to competition, i t  would not be in  the 

public interest to grant SBC's application for interLATX authority. 

A. The Public Interest Requirement and the Department of Justice's 
G " e  t i t i  ve Assess men t 

Congress supplemented the threshold requirements of Section 27 1. discussed in Parts I1 

2nd I11 above, with a further requirement of pragmatic. real world assessments of the competitive 

circumstances by the Department of Justice and the Commission. Section 27 1 contemplates a 

substantial competitive analysis by the Depanmenr. "usins standard the Attorney General 

<onj :dss  appropriafe." 1 7  L.S.C. S 27 1 I d)(2)\ .4)(  1997). The Commission, in  turn, musf find 

before spproving an  application that "the requested authorization is consistent with the pG5iic 

interest, convenience, and necessity." 47 U.S.C. 9 27 l(d)(3)(C)( 1997). and, in so doing. rnust 

"eive - substantial weight to the Attorney General's evaluation." 47 U.S.C. S 27 1 (d)(2)(X 1997). 

The Commission's "public interest" inquirq and the Department's evaluation thus serve to 

Congress' desire not to limit the Department's and the Commission's review to a U 

mechanical approval process is consistent with the proviso in Section 27 l (d)(4)  of the 1996 Act. 
which states that "The Commission may not. by rule or otherwise, limit or extend the terms used 
in the competitive checklist set forth in subsection (c)(2)(B)." This provision by its expresi tem.s 
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fspiain trelc~v. the requirement of a DOJ evaluation under "any standard" and a "public interesr ' 

findin: by the Commission both reflect a Congressional judgment that Section 27 1 applications 

should be granted only i f  the BOC's entry at the time it  is sought IS consistent with Congress' 

goal of opening local telecommunications markets to competition. 

In vesting [he Department and the Commission with additional discretionary authority. 

Congress addressed the significant concern that the statutory entry tracks and competiti1.e 

checklist could prove inadequate to open ful ly  the local telephone markets. Although some had 

suggested that Congress adopt additional fixed criteria -- which could have needlessly blocked 

,crocompetitii.e BOC entry -- to accomplish this objective, Congress instead chose to rely on (r.2 

Commission's and the Department's expertise and discretion. To underscore this decision, 

Congress made satisfaction of 

for relief under Section 27 1 .45 

the "public interest" criterion a minimum statutory precondition 

Consequently, i t  is the Depmment 's  responsibility to provide 3 

!:rnits the Commission's actions oniy with regard to the competitive checklist. I t  does not 1ir-n;: 
t h t  Commission's authority or responsibility to carry out its other responsibility under Section 
27 1, i;eL, to consider whether Section 272 requirements have been satisfied and to conduct its 
public interest inquiry, giving substantial weight to the evaluation of the Attorney General. 
Section 27 1 ( d ) ( l ) ,  in other words, prohibits the Commission from promulgating additional 
inflexible and mandatory access and interconnection requirements as prerequisites for approvai 
of applications under Section 27 I ,  or from ignoring noncompliance with any of the requirements 
of the checklist. The Commission is not restricted, however, in  determining whether particulx 
.IC:C>.{ Jnd ilitrrconnection arran,oements are ionsistenr LL i t h  the requirements of Section 2 - 2 ,  7 :  

: z  .:. :,.;5ing public inic'rest factors or the Attorney Generai's recommendations. Section 
' 7  1td)t-l)  encourages the exercise of such & r e t i o w  'judgments by limiting the Commisbic: 5 

authority to impose or reduce the wn-dixretionan, requirements of Section 27 1.  

It is a basic rule of statutory construction that every provision is to be given meaning. .r! 

Seez, Dep't of Re venue of Ore pon v. ACF Industn 'u, 5 10 U.S. 332. 310-31 1 ( 1994). Thus, 
w hilt: the Commission may have greater discretion to interpret the public interest requiremen\ 
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practiccll ei.aluation of the degree to v. hich the local telephone markets in a particular state h a \ t  

been opened to competition,'6 and it  is the Commission's responsibility to give that evaluation 

substantial weight in applying the statutory public interest standard. 

.As the Supreme Court has made clear, the use of the words 'public interest' in a 

re,oulatory statute is not a broad license to promote the general public welfare. but "the words 

take meaning from the purposes of the regulatory legislation." ,VAXCP v Fed. Power Comm'r. 

415 L.S. 662,669 (1976). The term "public interest" in  Section 171(d)(3) of the 1996 Act mus: 

derive its "content and meaning" from "the purposes" for which i t  u'as "adopted." ld. The 

"public interest" standard under the Communications Act is well understood as giving the 

Commission the authority to consider a broad range of factors,4' and the COURS have repeatedii 

recognized that competition is an important aspect of that standard under federal 

!elecommunications law." The 1996 .Act reinforces the central importance of competitive 

than the other statutory minimums, i t  may not fail to apply i t .  

'' The legislative history of the Telecommunications Act clearly indicates that Congress 
contemplated that the Department would be undertdang a substantial competition-oriented 
Jna l> , j i j  of Section 27 1 applications. not limited to compliance with checklist requirements, for 
which the Commission is separately required to consult with the state regulatory authorities. 
The illustrative examples of possible standards mentioned by Congress all were drawn from the 
antitrust laws and antitrust consent decrees, under which such a competition analysis would be 
performed by the DeparLment drawing upon its special expertise. H.R.  CQni  R z p .  So 91-45 I 
..: i-14 , i996). 

A FCC v .  RCA Comm un ica t im .  Inc, , 336 U.S. 86,94 (1953) ("there can be no doubt 
that competition is a relevant factor in weighing the public interest"); L'nited States v .  FCC ,652  
F 7d - 2 ,  S I - 8 2  (D.C. Cir. 1980) (en banc) ("competitive considerations are an important elemcr.: 
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xd!si>,  for i t5  core purpose, as explicitly stated in the House Conference Report, is "opening all 

telecommunications markets to competition."Jg Highlighting its focus on promoting Competition 

in telecommunications. Congress as well as the President envisioned a substantial role for the 

Deparrment's expert evaluations, based on the competitive consequences of granting or denying 

J BOC's application." 

of the public interest standard"). Where 3 term has been authoritatively construed in a parallel 
statute before enactment of legislation, as with the previously existing "public interest" standard 
in the Communications Act, i t  is ordinarily presumed that Congress knew of the prior 
construction and intended for the term to have the same meaning in the new legislation. Sar; 

, 541 U.S. 677, 696-98 (1979). In fact, Congress explicitly Cannon v .  bniversitv of Chlcago 
intended to preserve the preexisting public interest standard, as explained in the Committee 
report on the Senate bill, from which the public interest standard i n  Section 371 of the 1996 Act 
was taken. S.  Rep. 104-73, at 13-44 (1995). 

telecommunications markets in determining whether i t  would be in the public interest to permit 
entry by the c.ertically integrated provider into U.S. long distance telecommunications markets. 

Public Intere st Reauirements o f the C o w n l c a t l p n  s .Act 0 f 1931. as amz ndtd, Declaratory 
Ruling and Order. I 1  FCC Rcd 1850 (1996) (FCC found "critical component" of granting 
approval under the public interest standard was commitment of French and German governmenrs 
to open their telecommunications markets to fu l l  competition, and that additional conditions 
would be necessap to prevent anticompetitive conduct and protect against risk that liberalization 
ii.ould not occur on schedule); LVCI Communic ations Comoration Rr i  'tish Te -mu nications 

Communications Act of 193 4. as mended  , Declaratory Rulins and Order. 9 FCC Rcd 3960 

clnticompetitive risks and competitive benefits from transaction. without the specific comparable 
mJrK;S[ openness irtreria I3rer 3doetsd !ii :he Spr!nt decision). 

. .  

The Commission has specifically considered the openness of related vertical foreign 

Int Comoration Pe titionfpr D e c h o n :  R u b  Concern] na Section 3 10(b) (4) and r'd) and the 
. .  

. .  

PIC Jo i n t  Petition for Decl-Conc- jon 3 \O(b U4) ( d )  of the 
. .  

199-4) (considering liberalization of United Kingdom telecommunications market and balance of 

H.R. Conf Rep y o  104-458. dt I (1996). Thls purpose to promote competition I >  

Jljo acknowledged in the caption of the statute itself I10 Stat. 56 

"See. e.&, 132 Cong. Rec. H. l  1 5 1  (daily ed. Feb. 1 ,  1996) (statement of Congressman 
Hastert) ("the FCC must give substantial weight to comments from the Depanment of Justice 
.iboct possible competitlw conzerns u hen BOCs provide long-distance service"); 143, Cong. 
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\chich competitors are entering the market. The presence of commercid competirion. at a 

nontrivial level. both ( 1 I suggests that the muket is cpen: and ( 2 )  provides an opportunity to 

benchmark the BOC's performance so that regulation will be more er'fectii.e. & Schivartz A f f  

20. 170- 175. If  such commercial en tv  has not occurred, the Department will then consider 

tvhether the lack of entry reflects the continued existence of significant harriers to competition. or 

results from the independent business decisions of competitors not to enter the market. 

B. 1 o whether Markets Are OD en 
. .  

I .  Each of the Three Entry Paths Created by Congress 
Must be Available to Competitors 

A s  the Comrmssion has recognized, the 1996 Act is designed to facilitate entry into locai 

exchange and exchange access markets -- along the entry paths of facilities-based services, the 

use of unbundled dements .  snd resale services -- by mandating that the most significant 

fconomic, a3 H C I I  as I e g ~ l .  impediments to efficient entry into the monopolized local market be 

removed. ' '  Since the three entry paths jerx'e distinct and complementary purposes, local mxkets 

'I "The incumbent LECs have economes o i  density, connectivity. and scale . . . The loczi 
competition provisions of the Act require that these economies be shared with entrants . . . i n  a 
way that permits the incumbent LECs to maintain operating efficiency to further fair competition. 
.:nd to snible the entrants to share the sconomlc benefits of that eft7c:ency in  the form of cos!- 
based prices. . . . The Act contemplate, :?,:?-. ? x h s  of entry into the local nidrKet - -  tilt 
<dnj:iu<!iOn of  new networks. the use of unbundled elemenrs of the incumbent's network, and 
resale. The 1996 Act requires us to implement rules that eliminate statutory and regulator) 
barriers and remove economic impediments to each . . .Section 25 1 neither explicitly nor 
implicitly expresses a preference for one particular entry strategy. Moreover, given the 
likelihood that entrants will combine or alter entry strategies over time, an attempt to indicate 
tuch a preference . . . ma:' hrl\,e unintended and un'desirable results. Rxher,  our  oblisJric?r, ! \  



In performing I t i  competitive analysis. the Department seeks to determine whether the 

BOC has demonstrated that the local market has been irreversibly opened to competition. To 

satisfy this standard, a BOC must establish that the local markets in [he rele~,ant state 3re fu l ly  

2nd ir;c\,ersibly open to the various types of competition contemplated by the 1996 Act - -  the 

construction of new networks, the use of unbundled elements of the BOC's netLvork, and ieja!t 

of the BOC's services. If this standard is satisfied, local entry will be constrained onlj tn 

rechnological limits and the inherent capabilities and resources of the potential competitors, an i  

not by anificial barriers. In applying this standard, the Department will look first to the extent :: 

Ret. H.1 165 (daily ed. Feb. 1. 19961 (statement of Rep. Berman) ( 'xquirement designed to 
ensure that the FCC gives proper regard to the Justice Department's special expertise in 
competition matters and in malung judgments regarding the likely marketplace effects of FSOC 
entry into the competitive long distance markets . . . acknowledging the importance of the 
mtitrust concerns raised by such entry and to check any  possible abuses of RBOC market pou-r.  
rhe bill specifically provides that the FCC accord substantial weight to the DOJ's views on these 
issues " j :  1 1 1  Cong. Rec. S.7970 (da ly  ed. June 8. 1995) (statement of Sen. Kerrey) ( " I  h3i.e cr,: 
final test [the public interest test] that. by the way. has  been litigated man).. many times over th t  
:ourse of  time. The Supreme Court has spoken mdn) time5 or, this issue .... This is an effort to 
make certain that in fact we do get competition at the local level.); 1 1 1  Cong. Rec. S.8224 (dad? 
ed. of June 13, 1995) (statement of Sen. Thurmond) ("FCC consideration of the public interest 
includes antitrust analysis. as indicated by the courts and reiterated by FCC Chairman Hundt in  
testimony last month before the Congress"). The President also recognized in his statement 
issued upon signing the Telecommunications Act that 'the FCC must evaluate any application 
for entry inro the long distance business in light of the public intercst test. which gives the FCC 
ZiscreLion :o consider a broad range of issues. ; u c h  35 the ~ d e q u ~ i : .  ' > f  !ntcrcannection 
agreements [o permit L :gorol;i comFc:ition [he FCC : Y , ~ > L  x ; o r G  >-a>;mtiaI  weight" to t'r.? 

i ieu's of the Attorney General. This special legal stmdard. which I consider esssntiai, ensure:: 
!hat the FCC and the courts will accord fu l l  weight to the special competition expense  of the 
Justice Department's Antinst Division -- especially its expertise in mahng  predictive 
judgments about the effect that entry by a Bell company into long distance may have on 
competition in local and long distance markets." Statement at 2 (Feb. 8. 1996). 



ibhlch competitors dre entering the market. The presence of commeri id  competition. at a 

nontrivial 1eLrel. both ( 1 )  suggests that the market is open: and ( 2 )  provides an opportunity to 

benchmark the BOC's performance so that regulation will be more effective. Schwartz .-\if 

20. 170- 175. I f  such commercial entry has not occurred, the Department will then consider 

ivhether the I x k  of entry reflects the continued existence of significant harriers to competition. or 

rsjults from the independent business decisions of competitors not to enter the market. 

B. lssues t b  Should be Considered in D e t e r m ,  o w  hether b I& ets Are OD en 
. .  

I .  Each of the Three Entry Paths Created by Congess  
Must be Available to Competitors 

A s  the Comrmssion has recognized. the 1996 Act is designed to facilitate entry into locai 

exchange and exchange access markets -- along the entry paths of facilities-based services, the 

use of unbundled dements.  3nd resale services -- b!, mandating chat the most significant 

xonomic,  as Hell as legal. impediments to efficient entry into the monopolized local market be 

rsnoved." Since the three entry paths serve distinct and complementary purposes, local markets 

'I "The incumbent LECs have economes o i  density, connectivity. and scale . . . The l o c i  
competition provisions of the Act require that these economies be shared with entrants . , . in a 
way that permits the incumbent LECs to maintain operating efficiency to further fair competition, 
.:rid to tnzble the entrants to share the cconomic benefits of that effic:snc!. in the form !if  cos:- 
based prices. . . . The . k t  contemplates ::.:st' ?liths of entry into the local mdriiet - -  :ht. 
:ons i iu i [ ion  o f  new networks. the use of unbundled elemenrs of the incumbznr's network, and 
resale. The 1996 Act requires us to implement rules that eliminate statutory and regulatory 
barriers and remove economic impediments to each . , .Section 25 1 neither explicitly nor 
implicitly expresses a preference for one particular entry strategy. Ibloreover, given the 
likelihood that entrants will combine or alter entry strategies over time, an attempt to indicate 
tuch a preference . , . msy hsL.e unintended 2nd unjesirable results. Rdther. o u r  oblisllrion : \  



jhould not be considered to be practicably open to competition unless each of t h e  paths is fu l l \  

available to local entrants 

_. 7 The Existence or Lack of Actual Competition 

a. Significant Competitive Entry Suggests that the Market Is Open 

In ekduating whether the necessary market-opening steps have been accomplished. the 

Department wi!l look. first and foremost, to the nature and extent of actual local competition. I f  

actual, broad-based entry through each of the entry paths contemplated by Congress is occurring 

i n  J state. this will provide invaluable evidence supporting a strong presumption that the BOC's * 

markets have been opened. & Schwanz Aff. 4[q 24, 170- 182. The lack of competitive entry 

into local markets, tiowever, suggests that local markets are not yet full) open, and i t  will be 

necessary to ask why entry is not occurring. I f  practical opponunities are available for resale, the 

use of unbundled elements, and f u l l  facilities-based competition, the decisions of competitors no: 

to ~ d o p t  particular strategies in  ;i srate for cenain areas or groups of customers should not 

preclude long distance entr) b> a BOC in  that state, provided that all of the minimum 

requirements of Section 27 I have been satisfied." But i f  the BOC's failure to provide what is 

needed. or other artificial and significant barriers to entry, are wholly or partly responsible for the 

'' Entq  under Section 371(c)( INA),  for example, requires the presence of one or more 
competitors s e n  i n s  both business and resident131 iujtomers which "exclusively . 
predomnantly" use their own" facilities 

or 
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lack o f  entry. the Department would view a BOC's interL.AT.4 entry as Zontrary to the public 

1 n te rest 

.Actual evidence of competition is much more persuJsive and informative than theoretical 

c l a ~ m s  that markets are open to entry, for there have been erroneous predictions of the immine?.ce 

or' lfical competition ever since the .AT&T divestiture. Imponant legal issues affecting how 

competition 16 111 develop remain unsettled. while local ewhange and jKitched access 

competition today remains in a nascent stage. On a nationwide basis, most customers still lack 

alternative to the incumbent LEC for local exchange or switched access services. .CIost 

potential new local entrants are still in  the process of preparing to compete on a significant scale, 

rather than actually doing so, and many of the arbitrated agreements under Section 2 5 2  of the 

1996 . k t  have not yet been implemented. This does not mean that i t  is necessary for BOC 

interL.AT.4 entry to wait until local competition has become fully effective:. i l  As Dr. Schwartz 

explain\  :?. h l j  affidavit, the economic baiance of benefits and harms from BOC interLATA entry 

strongly favors withholding such entry un t i l  the BOC's local markets are "irreversibly opened to 

l o c ~ l  competltion." but not postponing BOC entry into 1nterL.AT.4 markets unt i l  local 

competition has become fully effective. Schwartz Aff. 11 19, 149- 169 

:: .?lthouzh Coneress required rhdt 1o;d markets be open to competition before BOC 
long distance entry, some of the provisions of the 1996 Act indicate that Congress envisioned a 
trlinsitional period after entry before local competition became fully effective. The protections of 
Section 272. which must be retained for at least three years after long distance entry, would h a ~ e  
been unnecessary if  Congress had wished to require fully competiti\,e local markets as ;I 
prxonddition to long distance e n t q .  
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b. Competiti1.e Entr.' Is Important to Setting 
Basic Performance Stadards 

Conversely, initial entry efforts ma.]; re\  ea1 that in spite of paper assurances. the BOC ii 

bnable or unwilling to provide the inputs needed by competitors in a timely and reliable manne: 

in the quantities needed to permit effective competition. In such a case. the Department wouli  

oppose a BOC's long distance entry. If entry ne re  permitted under those circumstances. the 

BOC would have significantly diminished incentive thereafter to further improve or more full! 

implement access for competitors to their wholesale support processes, and indeed could h3\,e 

substantial incentives to discriminate, for example by delaying the f u l l  development and 

:mpltmentation of support system  function^.^' See Schwanz Aff. 119-197. In such a case. :: 

would surely be difficult for the Commission, or state regulators, to compel adequate wholesaic 

.upport processes to be developed on an effic:enI and nondiscrimnatory basis through regula.: -, 

. .  .. d o n e .  Regulatory and judicial proceedings o \ e r  claims of discriminarion and  failure to pral.:? 

'' The Telecommunications Act requires incumbent LECs to provide facilities and 
.;en.ices to their competitors at prices lower than the monopol\., price of those facilities and 
jen ices .  Competitors can use these inputs to compete against the incumbent LECs i n  pro\ :d::.: 
.;er\,ices (e.:., interLATA toll, intraLXT.4 toll. and bundles of local and long distance ser\.ice ~ 

that are much less stringently regulated than are rhese inputs. By discriminating in the quality ci 
[he inputs provided to competitors, e.g., by providing inferior operations support systems, the 
LECs can better protect supracompetitive pricing i n  the retail markets in  which they face 
:ompetition & Schwmz Ai f .  'i'j 101-103. 115-1 17. 119-130. 

'' I n  this context, non-discriminatory" pro\.irion of access ~ i i l  be dependent on the 
BOC's development and implementation of complex technology that differs in  important 
respects from anything done before, and does not merely involve the provision of simple, weil- 
established s e n i c e s  that have been operating for some time. The BOCs have already 
experienced substantial problems makmg access to wholesale support systems available 3nd h-,. 2 

:e?eatedly had to delay their  enrr)' plans due to ! hex  difficuiries. .\iter a BOC enters the 



Lccejs can be drawn out for >'ears by BOCs unwilling to cooperate with competitive entry into 

their local markets The difficulty of effectively regulating against discrimination i n  this contex: 

i j   bell documented in practice.'6 and in  economic literature.'- In contrast. regulation has better 

interL.4T.A market, however. the burden will shift in  practice to the competitors and regulators. 
Lvho \{.ill find i t  very problematic to pr0L.e whether a BOC's failure to develop and implement 
such technology is due to the inherent difficulty of the project or to a failure of the BOC 
!egitimatel>, to use its best efforts to do so. .And if regulators conclude that the latter has 
occurred, their ability to provide effective remedies against such discrimination, k, effectiL.el\. 
to require best efforts, will be limited i f  adequate benchmarks have not already been established 
before BOC interLATA entry. 

'6 For cuample, BOCs and other LECs were able to delay significantly or prevent the 
option of I +  dialing parity for intraL.4TA toll services in most states before the passage of the 
1996 .Act, thereb!. preserving a discriminatory advantage and a dominant market position for 
:hsir own intraLATA toll services. & Schwartz Aff. ¶q 1 1  1- 144. 

The difficulty of opening networks to competition through the regulatory process alone is 
LI. ell illustrated by the Commission's efforts over several years to achieve network unbundling 
through "Open Network Architecture" (03.4) for enhanced services, which fell well short of thc 
orisinal objective. See Schwartz Xff.  71 115-138. Beginning in the mid-1980s. the Commissio:! 
.,>ught to require the BOCs to provide unbundled service 'building blocks' for competitors. 
!ncluding a wide range of  capabilities. & ,Amendment of Sect' ions 64,702 o i h e  Comm ission'; 
Rules and Regulat ions (Third ComDuter [na ,uiry), Report and Order, 104 FCC 2d 958 (1986), a 
:c c o n s 1 der a tion, 2 FCC Rcd 3072 (1987). w, 905 F.2d 1217 (9th Cir. 1990). But  the 
BOC' j  OS.4 plans, even after being amended. only offered part (60?c9 according to the 
Commission's estimate) of the interconnection arrangements and transmission facilities that 
competitors had requested. and the Commission accepted the BOCs' claims that i t  was not 
feasible to provide the requested unbundling and declined to require "fundamental unbundling" 
prior to elirmnating structural separation. instead treating ONA as a "long-term" goal. 
Re\.iem, of ODen Net work &checture  p lans. 4 FCC Rcd 1 ,  at 12,  200 (1988); 
,.< 9 ~ e n  Net bark A r c n i t m u r e  P131-&, 5 FCC Rcd 3103. at 31 16. 3 122 1?30), Ltifd Californi~ i' 

full! implemented. as made clear b), the appellate decisions finding that the Commission's l i f t ing 
of' structural separation requirements to have been arbitrary and capricious due in part to the 

I 91h Cir. 1990) (FCC decision to abandon structural separation in favor of accounting safeguards 

C~lifornia 

. .  and RcLfies 

1 F.3d !505 :9tn Cir. 19931. Ten y e m  after OSVA was first ordered. i; has still not x e n  

failure of the BOCs to unbundle their networks. Callfornla v. FCC , 905 F. I d  1217, 1232-38 

arbitrary and capricious); California v .  FCC , 4  F.3d 1505, 1509-10 (9th Cir. 1993); 
FCC, 39 F.3d 919. 939 (9th Cir. 19941, 
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prosFc t j  of providing effective constraints on c0mpetitiL.e misconduct 2nd backsliding tw the 

incumbent LEC where stable arrangements with competitors are already in place and 

performance measures have been established b s e d  on competitive experience. See Schwartz 

.4ff. 'jq 7 7 ,  127-136, 175. 

The establishment of such performance measures will ensure the continued aL.ailabilit>, of 

functional and operable wholesale support processes and signal to competitors and regulators that 

the market has been irreversibly opened to competition. With clear performance benchmarks i n  

place. both competitors and regulators will be better able to detect and remedy any shortcomings 

in the BOC's deliverj of wholesale support services to its competitors. Although checklist 

compliance only requires a demonstration that a BOC's wholesale support processes provide 

adequate functionality and operability," a record of performance benchmarks measured i n  an 

objective fashion -- and. if possible. commitments to maintain juch standards -- IS key to 

pre\'cEting the BOC from backsliding relative to its pre-entn' performance. Without such 

benchmarks in place. competitors and regulators will have considerable difficulty in detecting 

In addition, the Department understands from prior investigations and interviews that 
cellular telephone companies experienced yean  of problems obtaining satisfactory 
interconnection with the BOCs. These problems were only resolved by the early 1990s. 

._ . 
Sz:. e .< .  Jean Jacques LJriont and Jean  Tliols. T 5 s ~ n  of lnccntlves in Procuremsr.: 

and  R c ~ u l a r i o n  (The >lIT Press 1993 1 

Even if  the Commission were to interpret the checklist as requiring a showing less than 
the "meaningfully available" inquiry set forth in Part 111. supra, we believe that. for the same 
reasons outlined above with respect to the establishment of basic performance standards, such J n  

inquiry would still be a necessary part of a competitive assessment and public interest 
dcter-.ination. 

Sd 
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deterioration of n.holesule support processes after the incentivs of !ong dist3nce entry I S  

r em~ved . . ' ~  As Dr. Schwartz explains in his affidavit. i t  is difficult for competitors and regulators 

to detect BOC discrimination against competitors in  dewloping neu processes, such as 

dutomated u.holesale support processes. because the development of the necessary processes is 

entirelv withln the BOCs' control 3nd there is little precedent to indicate what is appropriate. 

Schwartz Aff. 79 134- 136, 155- 156, I SO- 153. In contras[. competitors and regularors are better 

able to detect actiL'e BOC discrimnation against competitors i n  the o p e r a r m  of such processes 

by reference to established performance benchmarks. Thus, the Department will pay close 

dtxnt!on to the adequacy of a BOC's established performance measures.@ 

c.  The Department's Inquiry In the Absence of Significant 
Competitive Entry 

Where a BOC jeekS to provide interLAT.4 sewice despite the absence of successful 

t n t r q ' .  i t  uill be necessary to take a much harder look at [he reLord (3 determine u hether i t  nah 

cooperated fully and done eveqthing needed to make entry possible. or whether any barriers to 

entry still exist. Section 271 does not foreclose the possibilit:, of BOC interLATA entry. even i f  

[he BOC faces no significant locd competit~on in  a state. Thar possibility. howeLer. is properly 

limited to situations in which the lack o i  entry is not attributable in any jignificant p x r  to the 

'' SCC :-) Affidavir of h l i ch~e l  J .  Friduss ("Friduss Xii .  J, Euhibit D to this 
Ev a1 u a t ion. 

30.Another factor that is relevant to this showing IS whether the BOC has enrered into. or IS 

Subject to. clear penalties for failing to meet basic performance benchmarks, e g , a time i n t e n d  
for pro\ isioning unbun2led loops 



BOC'j  failures to probibion needed facilities, ser\.ices and cap~bilitieb A the 1396 . k t  requ!res 

or to orher legal or artificial economic barriers. From the Department's obsert.ations, the 

tnacrment of the 1996 Act has spurred efforts by a large number of firms to enter a large n u n + :  

and v. d t  t'ariety of  local markzts. In l i sh t  of those efforts. [he absence of successful entr) 117 - 

jtate r<L>on;lbi)  s i \ . c j  rise to the inference that the state's local markets are not yet open to 

competition, just as successful entry of a11 types \ \ o d d  give rise to the inference that the marks1 

ha\.e been successfully opened 

I n  many situations, there may be some local entry occurring in  a state at the time the BOC 

appliej tor inrerLATA entry authority, but not enough actudl en tc  to Suggest that the markets xie 

f u l l y  open to competition. Althoush the Depanment looks for evidence that significanr 

commercial entry has occurred, we do  not mean to suggest that such competition must be 

uoiquitouj. ini .oiw any panicular number or type of entrants ar XSJ!:  i n  m y  particular market 

* 

,n.m R a n s r .  s e  J ~ A  cml) that such competition have some real ~ a l u e  in demonstratins that tkz 

'pipeline can CJ~TT), gas. u itnout, of course. expenencing significant leakage Under some 

circumstances. t \ e n  en tq  on a small scaiz may be sufficient to demonstrate that  entrants uill be 

able to obtain the cooperation needed from the BOC in  order to compete successfully. 

A keb component of the demonstration ih31 markets are open. Darticulxlv where actu3. 

competiiion 1 5  > t i i i  iim,!fd. L L I I I  @e proof that the complex systems needed to support !!?e 

provisioning and maintenance oi resale services and unbundled elements are sufficiently 

functional and operable. as those concepts are described in  Section 111 and Appendix X of this 
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t i  ducttion. and that appropriate performance measures have been estJhlished. I f  so (depending 

on the facts in n given case, of course). rhe Depanment may well conclude that these systems u i l l  

permit competitors to expand their operations in response to foresee25!e demand lei.els. and that 

:here are sufficient benchmarks to enable reylarors and competitors to protect against 

'backsliding" by the BOC after long distance entry is obtained. L\ hen :he BOC's incrnti\'es to 

cooperate with local competitors will be diminished. 

To the extent that any facilities based, resale, or unbundled element competition IS 

lacking in a state, the Depanment will attzmpt in its evaluation to determine why such entry is 

not occurrins. We will seek to determine i f  the BOC's u holesale support processes Jrs 

, u i ? i i i t n r l >  functional and operabie, and measurable in performance, to suppon competitive 

entry. We will also seck to deterrmne whether the pnces for relevant facilities and services that 

entrants must obtam from the BOC have been established and wjll remain atailable at 

~pprocriate cost-based levels. so as to probide the opportunitj for econormcally efficient en tp  

And u ?  

or by state 1 ~ v . c  or resulatorli. policies that may be inconsistent iLlrh 'he 1996 Act's requirements 

On the other hand, i f  the absence or limited nature of local entry appexs  to result from potential 

i l l  ask u hether other entry barriers have been created by anticompetitive BOC Sehcti IC; 

competitors' choices not to enter - -  either for strategic reasons relatins to rhe Section 2; 1 

proceh: * - n ~ l c  because of decision5 io I n i t > t  t l h f i i  here that do  nci .iil>e trom rnc BOC > 

compli~ncr: failures or barriers to entry in  the state - -  this should not defeat long distance entry b> 

a BOC tvhich has done its part to open the market. 



This Department's approach to evaluating Section 77 1 Jpplications has been reviewed b; 

Dr. Schnartz. b<,ho has concluded that "[bly far the best test of whether the local market has been 

opened to competition is bhether meaningful 10~31 competition emerges." and that where such 

competitive evidence is lacking, "insist(ing] on offsetting evidence that the market indeed has 

been irreversibly opened" would be necessary and greater caution would be called for i n  

approving any BOC enrry. Dr. Schwartz also has concluded based on his economic analysis thai  

the Department's standard "strikes a good balance between properly addressing the competitive 

concerns raised by BOC entry. and realizing the benefits from such entry as rapidly as can be 

justified in  light of those concerns." and "serves the public interest in  competition." Schwartz 

C. SBC Has a De Facto Monopoly in Local Exchange 
Telecommunications in Oklahoma and Dominates 
Exchanoe - .Accrjs 3nd Intr aL,4TA Toll 

Although the Oklahoma Corporation Cdmmission took steps to establish A legal 

framework for local competition in Oklahoma in .March 1996. shortly after rhe passage of the 

1996 SBC still faces no real competition in local exchange services in Oklahoma today 

61 OCC. Telephone Rules, Okla. Admin. Code Section 165 5 5 - : -  i 1996). Oklahom:'.; 
rules deallng ii irn lntcrcdnnect!on. unbundizd sismenrs and resale, 0.AC 165:55- i7 -5 ,  
~z?.;tantially parallel Section 7 5  1 of the 1996 . k t  
cxriers In Oklahoma, including SLF'BT, still have their retail rates set by rate of return regulation, 
but this could change as a result of a pending Oklahoma Corporation Commission rulemaking 
proceeding on alternative price cap, regulation. Pending legislation, Okla. H.B. 18 15, could 
eliminate the regulation of prices for SWBT and other LECs for all products (except basic loccli. 
ithich is 2Lpped for 2 years). in  any exchange where a competitive local euchsnse carrier is 

,411 incumbenr local telecommunicurions 
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more than a lclter. Its local exchange market share in Oklahoma is so near 100% as to be 

practically indistinguishable from a complete monopoly. Indeed, SBC's revenues are continuing 

to 1ncre3je 2nd have not been significantly affected by competition i n  any of its major regulated 

ice categories in Oklahoma. including exchange access and intraLATA t011.~' SWBT is the 

certificated, regardless of whether any actual competition exists. at Section 7D. This could 
; : \ e  SBC rzlative freedom in pricing intrastate access to interexchange carrier competitors For 
possible competitiis consequences, m Schwartz Aff. 9[ 100, 103. 123. 

62 SBC's total revenues in  Oklahoma were S852,387,000 in 1995 and S1.074.510,OOO in 
1996, about 10% of SBC's total revenues in its region. FCC Report 43-01. ARMIS Annual 
Report for Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., 1995 and 1996. SWBT's basic local revenues in  
Oklahoma were S-U7,604,000 in 1995 and S480.375.000 in 1996. Id. This continued growth, 
accordins to SBC's 1996 annual repon. comes from a combination of increases in access lines 
and sales of w-tical semices. 

1996. 8% of  the total for the SBC region. Id. Oklahoma is the third most significant SWBT s t a e  
in interL.4TA traffic, after Texas and iMissouri (and not counting SBC's recently acquired PacTel 
states). In  1995 5.356,983,000 interLAT.4 long distance access minutes originated and 
terminated in  Oklahoma. .97% of such minutes in the I-. S .  and 8.7% of such minutes in rhe 

access charge per minute (originating or tsrminaring) was 3.6 cents in 1995 (around [he national 
dierdgct, declining to 2.5 cents in 1996 under price caps. In Oklahoma, SBC's intrastate 
interLXT.4 charges mirror rhe federal ones, for a total of 5 cents per minute (originating and 
terminating). This contrasts with the situation in  all of Sh 'BT's  other states, where SWBT'j  
!ntras~;lte intcrLAT.4 access charges are higher than the interstate ones, and indeed SBC has the 
highest average intrastate interLATA access charges of any of the BOCs other than US West. 
- Id. SLVBT's intraLATA access charge in Oklahoma is higher than the interLATA one, at 7 cents 
per minute fcombining both ends). & Statement of Steven E. Turner on Behalf of ATsST 
C :::.IxuniiJ[ions of the Southivest. OCC Caube N o  PL'D 97-64. at 7 16 ( \ l x  6 ,  1997). 

S I7j.64 1,000 in 1996. FCC Repon 43-0 I ,  ARMIS Annual Report for SouthLsesrern Bell 
Telephone Co., 1995 and 1996. This large increase was mainly attributable to a one-time 
adjustment, but unlike several of the other BOCs. SBC's regionwide intraLATA toll revenues 
actually grew between 1995 3nd 1996, by 7.4% according to its 1996 annual repon. SBC jutes 
that intraLAT.4 revenues regionwide would have "decreased slightly'' between 1995 and 1996 
due  to inrraL.4T.4 competition here i t  not for special revenue adjustments in  Oklahoma m 2  

SU'BT's Oklahoma access revenues were S254.528,OOO in 1995 and S264.573.000 in 

* SLL'BT region. FCC 1996 Common Carriers Statistics at Table 2.6. SBC's  average interstate 

S i i ' B T ' ,  iciiLii-.AT.A to11 revenues in Oklahoma h e r e  577.02 !.OW i n  1995 and 
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principal provider of local exchange and access s e n  ices in Oklahoma, serving approximately 

92% of the access lines in the state, 1.42 1.357 million (389,005 business, 1,032,353 residen::L. i 

out o i the  total of 1,543,696 switched access lines as of 1995, and 1.470.000 as of 1996.63 Th: 

remaining customers are served by independent LECs in separate geographic areas, such as GTE. 

Only one local exchange competitor. Brooks Fiber, is operational in Oklahoma. Brook 

is ssr\.ing a very small number of business customers over its facilities, 20 as of the most receyt 

information available when SBC filed this application. All of these customers are located in  <?e 

two meuopolitan areas in Oklahoma, Tulsa and Oklahoma City. While SBC claims that Brocis 

also serves residential customers, those "customers" are merely four employees of Brooks using 

resold SBC local service on a trial basis. No CLEC is actively competing for local residential 

customers in Oklahoma today, using either facilities or resale. SBC has so far provided no 

ilnbundled loops to any entrant. in sharp contrast with most of the other BOCs including 

Ameritech, PacTel. N Y S E X .  BeilSouth and Bell Atlantic. SBC had 253 local switches insta:.:d 

throughout the state i n  1996,% while local competitors in  total have only three local switches 

bajcd on the most current information. Brooks has one suitch each  in Oklahoma City and Tc!sa, 

and Cox has one switch in Oklahoma City that is not yet operational. & Appendix E3 

else\+ ncre 
does not yet have intraL.AT.4 toll dialing panty and could not require i t  before SBC pro\ ijss 
interLATA services due to the Telecommun~cat~ons Act ' s  restric'tion in  Section 27 l(e)(2) 

1996 10-K A n n u a l  Report for Southwestern B?!l Tc!ephone Company 0klahor.-  

6' FCC 1996 Common Carriers Statistics at Table 2.4; ARMIS 4305. Annua l  Service 
Quality Repon, Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, 1995 and 1996. 

* ARItcllS 4305. .Annual Semice Quality Repon. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co , 1946 
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In sum. none of the three entn. paths specified by the 1996 Act are recciving any 

significant use for local competitive entry in  Oklahoma today. Important categories of customers 

- -  residential subscribers statewide, and all users outside the two major metropolitan areas - -  kave 

no real competitive choices. These circumstances give rise to the inference that the locai 

markets served by SBC are not yet fully open to competition in Oklahoma. 

D. The Absence of Local Competition in Oklahoma Can in Large Part 
Be Attributed to SBC's Failure to Provide What Competitors Need - 
1. Potential Competitors Are Seeking to Enter Local Markets in 

Oklahoma But Have Not Yet Been Able to Do So 

SWBT states in its application that i t  has approved, negotiated interconnection 

agreements with Brooks Fiber, Dobson Wireless, IntelCom Grou? (ICG), Sprint, U.S. Long 

Disrdncs. 2nd  LL'esrem Oklahoma Long Distance In addition, 10 other agreements haLe beer. 

higned bur are not yet approved. I n  total. so far SBC has 17 agreements, including its T L O j t  recsnt 

one with Cox (which was reached after SBC prepared this application), of which 6 are 

interconnection and 1 1  are purely resale agreements. Zamora Aff. 124 ; Phillip Decl. 1 3 .  Ti-.: 

experiences and business decisions of these potential competitors illuminate the prospccrs io; 

. \ - L ~ I  < o m ~ s r t : ~ o n  i n  0klahom;i Ir :  ;Emma?. of its !6  azreements 2s  of the time SBC prt;z:I 

its filing. SBC has 3 OCC approked interconnectton agreemenrs. 3nd 2 OCC approved "resal? 

agreements. SBC Brief at 4;  Zamora Aff. 924. SBC has filed three other interconnection 

agreements. with ACSI. Intermedla Communications and Cox Communicarion.; :hat 3re 
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awaiting approval from the OCC. Other carriers have made requests but have not yet been 3bI: 

to reach interconnection agreements with SWBT, uhich states that requests for negotiations to 

date in Oklahoma have the potential to produce 44 agreements. Zamora Aff. ¶ 32. Of all [hi: 

providers who have sought or received agreements, only one, Brooks Fiber, is operational and 

serving any local customers. AT&T is the only provider that has completed an arbitration. but 

this has not yet led to a signed agreement. so it  is unclear when AT&T will be in a position ;o 

compete with SWBT. The five providers a p m  from Brooks who have approved interconnec::::. 

agreements H, i th  SWBT in Oklahoma are either not ready to begin operations i n  the state and j< 

do not know whether SWBT can actually provision services and elements. or  are involved i n  

dlsputes with SWBT on the application of certain charges and provisions of their agreemenrs. 

See Appendix B. 

- .  7 Reasons b ' h c  Significant Entry Has So[  T k r n  P l ~ c e  :n  Oklahoma 

T'.s prcsent lack of competition i n  Oklahoma doe< nor mean that the demographics =' ' - 5  

state make efficient facilities-based !os31 ccmpetition !mplaus~ble. The places most likely ts 

attract facilities based entry i n  Oklahoma Jre the state's two metropol~tan ~ r 2 3 5 .  TcijJ 3nd 

Oklahoma City, both of which are in SWBT's service area. and each o i  uhich 1s the core of  one 

:n msuopolitan 3re3s.  based on C S census data. S i \  i3T n,is j J id  thii t  5 5 5  of 115 Oklahoma :?::. 

The rhird L.4T.A in  Oklahoma. in the panhandle. overlaps the state border and is mos:::. 6' 

in  Tsx3s S'A*BT has no local scrvice tcrritcrries ir?  the Oklahoma part 3: :hi, L.4T.A 
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exchange service revenues come from Oklahoma City 3nd Tulsa.66 Since about 68% of the 

access lines in SWBT's service area in Oklahoma are in the metropolitan areas, some two-thirds 

of customers in the S W T  service area could potentially be s e n e d  b! facilities-based local 

telephone competitors even if facilities-based competition were only to prove feasible in 

metropolitan areas .67 

There appear to be two reasons that local competition has nor >'st developed in Oklahoma. 

One is the time needed to secure an agreement with SBC. and then to fully implement i t  and 

become an operational provider. Notwithstanding SBC's suggestions that the competitors have 

only themselves to blame. the Oklahoma Corporation Commission has not found, and SBC has 

not even tried to prove, that any particular competitor has negotiated i n  bad faith or unreasonablj 

delayed in implementing its agreement The other reason is that, as the Depanment's analysis in 

P m  I11 and  Appendix A of this evaluation m d  the comments of other panies demonstrate, 

SWBT has faled 10 provide adequate. nondiscrimnatory access to essential checklist items (hat  

potential competitors have requested I f  competitors cannot even get over the first hurdles u it? 

SBC. 11 IS not surprising thar they are not ordering the remaining services and facilities that the: 

bb Wheeler Aff. 1 6 .  

SBC had I .0;7,000 residen!:Jl 3nd -!;3.CdO hu>:?es5  access i i n z i  !r. !)li!>hom3 as of n: 

1 'YO. of u hich 699.000 residential lines d n a  jii2.000 business lines were in metropolitan area5 
Jls.4~). a total of I ,009.ooO metropoliran access I:nss. ARVIS J305. Annual Ser\,ice QUJ!~:? 

Report. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., 1996. In 1995. there were 407,000 residence and 
154.000 business lines in Oklahoma City. and 754,OOO residence and 126,000 business lines in  
Tulsa, gii.ing these two cities in combination 97 1,OOO access lines. "Southwestern Bell Territon 
Local Competition Review," ATgLT Presentation to the Depanment of Justice (Aug. 13. 1996) 
i m d  on ARMIS data).  
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would need ;o compete effectively. 

SBC ctvidently agrees that facilities-based competition could happen in Oklahoma. an: : t s  

0tc.n evidence refutes any claim that if  i t  were not 3llo~ved in now. its interL.AT.4 entry w o u l ~  5c 

deferred indefinitely for want of facilities-based competition. SBC affiant Michael L. 

Xlontgomery assens that large numbers of SWBT business and residential customers are ar n5.i 

to competitii-e providers, based on his estimates o i  the numbers of customers within 500 and 

loo0 feet of "competitive" pro\,iders' facilities in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. Using just 

information on Brooks, Montgomery assens that 10C70 of SWBT's business lines are within 5 0  

feet of Brooks' fiber facilities an3 that 56% of SW-BT's Tulsa business lines are within loo0 !s=t 

of Brooks' facilities in  Tulsa. Similar analysis was done for residential customers in Tulsa ac; 

both business and residential customers in Oklahoma City.68 SBC also notes the large amcur: ,i 

resources tha[  Brooks h ~ s  dread! invested and plans to inlest :n  Oklahoma 3s a facilities based 

local provider '' Yet i t  is uncontro! snsd that Brooks has only a handful of local exchan5e 

ilisiomcrs. raising the obvious question of why local competition has not yet begun io develor 

Brooks' Lery limited e n t y  inro business markets to date. and its lack of entry into 

6a Affidavit of Michael L. Montgomery on Behalf of Southwestern Bell Telephone 
Company ("blontgomev Aff.") 774-5. 8. attached to SBC Brief. Tu,o oi the "competitive" 
? r f i ~ i d r r \  JI(lnigome-. :i[ej as having facilities n e a  zu::cn! SVV'BT ius;fimers (Cor 2nd ACS: 
i,? :fit c~lrren~ly have approved interconnecrion 2sxenen t s .  

'' Wheeler Aff. 1 7 ,  citing Xhc Sundav Okl- (3/20/95), notes that Brooks plans ?o 
spend an additional $20 million over the next 10 years to upgrade its Oklahoma network from 50 
fiber optic route miles to 88. This is i n  addition to the unknown amount already invested in a 
300 fiber optic route mile network in Tulsa. Wheeler q1-l. citing Tulsa World (8129196). 
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residential markets. can be attributed to SBC's  lack of fu l l  implementation of its interconnect:r,n 

agreement with Brooks. Brooks' witness Ed Cadieux cogently explained at !ne OCC's Section 

77 1 hearing why. in  spite of having facilities in  such close proximity to substantial numbers oi  

residentid customers, Brooks is serving no residential customers on a facilities basis: 

. . , Brooks has never intended to be in the resale business on any pewasive. broad 
sense. As a result of that. our primary methods of accessing customers are either 
connecting customers directly to our fiber or connecting customers through the 
use of unbundlcd loops. We are not serving customers currently through use of 
unbundled loops for reasons that I described in my testimony because we have not 
completed the collocations as yet. 

Transcript of Proceedings, OCC Cause So.  PL'C 97-64 ("OCC Transcripts. Apr. 13, 1997"), a: 

66 (Apr. 13. 1997). For both Tulsa and Oklahoma City, Brooks facilities do appear to pass n2ar 

a larse number of customers, but that does not mean that Brooks could actually serve all of those 

customers directly without key unbundled elements from SWBT. such as local loops to connec! 

the fiber r i n g s  to customer premlses. I t  is not the desire of CLECs to refuw 10 use thelr ou n 

'Zcilities [ h a [  has lead to SBC's current inability to demonstrate checklist compliance on man?  

i tc m 5. '' 

'O During the Oklahoma 27 I hearings. SWBT attorney Roper Toppin questioned Cadieux 
d b  :> h! Brai)r;s u J> zo! offering local service [I? residential retail c u s t o m ~ s .  i n  spite o i  the 
tariff Brooks ndd filed. Cadieux expiuncd. N'e have indicated all along 1h3: w t  do not inrer.: :a 
pco\.ide service on a resale basis to 3ny significant exten:. I f  we were to t q  to get into residentid 
service on any broad scale immediately, we would have to d o  i t  on a resale basis because we 
don't have the availability of what is our preferred method of operation, the unbundled loop 
availability." OCC Transcript, Apr. 14, 1997. at 69. The affidavit of Liz Ham. SBC's OSS 
affiant. makes no mention made of  Brooks' use of any SBC OSS interface. This is not 
surprijing. si1 en the unavailability of Brooks' preferred entr! \ ehicle--unbundled loops. 
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The suggestion. arising from the absence of local compet!:;on. that SBC ' j  local marke:; 

are not full!, open to competition in Oklahoma. is confirmed by the experiences of the potentic 

locsl competitors in  dealing with SBC. SBC has failed to overcome the substantial evidence 

introdu2ed i n  comments in  the Oklahoma Section 37 1 proceedins and before the Commission. 

rhat its own failure to provide adequate physical collocation, interim number ponabiiiry, and 

wholesale support systems are, in  lar,oe part, responsible for the current lack of local competitl,::, 

in Oklahoma. >loreover. there is significant evidence in  the record to suggest that SBC has 

actively thu,aned competitor attempts to develop and test inrerfaces to SBC's  OSSs. SBC has 

refused to allow MCI to submit test orders to SBC interfaces unt i l  MCI both signed 

:nterconnsction agreements and was certified in SBC states." MCI, AT&T. and Sprint. the i:...- 

being the one carrier with whom SBC is currently testing an application-to-application intsri;: 

fD2r3G2:c . have  complained of significant dela)s i n  SBC's  proLision of information needed 'I' 

besin CEL slGpment of CLEC interfaces to SBC.': Sprint contends tha t  SBC has failed to rv. x 

xiequate documentation on operational interfaces and s e n  ice abailability in  each of SBC's I K L  

jutICns5. :sformation Sprint b i l l  need to build a n  interface to SBC and market 10 consumers 

., 
- Ld. at  q136; Dalton Aff. 18; Affidavit of Cynthia Meyer ("Meyer Aff."), 932, attached :: 

Sprint Communications Company Petition to Deny, CC Docket So.  97-121 (May I ,  1997). 
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Funher. according to ATgLT, u i th u hom SBC is scheduled to begin testing of its ED1 interface, 

- ,  

SBC "is still in  the process of clarifying and supplementing its own interface specifications." 

Finally, one small carrier has stated that i t  was not even apprised of the a\.ailability of SBC's 

systems despite repeated requests over the course of a five month negotiation.-' 

Related to SBC's resistance to conducting carricr-to-carrier testing is its resistance to 

adopting a set of performance measures to ensure the continued, reliable performance of its 

\\.holesale support processes. Because none of SBC's automated wholesale support processes zre 

operational -- commercially or othenvise - -  SBC cannot make a demonstration of reliable 

performance and establish performance measures to ensure reliable support senices  posi-sn:r, 

behavior. bIore imponantly, even i f  SBC's processes were operating at some level. SBC has Rot 

sstabll~hed a sufficiently comprehensive set of performance standards, nor supplied its own retail 

periormance information. to perrmt such a comparison 

.As discussed more f u l l y  in  Michael Friduss' affidavit. SBC has not asreed io report its 

pen'ormance in several areas critical to CLEC competitive entry. Mr, Friduss finds, for example 

that SBC has not included critical performance standards u irh u.hich to compare SBC's retail 

and u holesale installation intervals, repair frequency and intervals, and the percentage of orders 

de1:c;sncies in SBC's proposed standards that would subs tan ti^!! ilndermine competitors' and 

-' Dalton Aff. 98 

Letter from Valu-Line of Kansas President Rick Tidwell to the Depanment of Justice 7 5  

ci 5.31'97 31 I .  .A[uchment G to this Evaluation 
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r e ~ u l ~ t o r s '  lbility to deterrmne performance parity and adequacy either before or after 

interL.4T.A entry 

E\.en i f  the issue reiated to SBC's suppon processes were adequately addressed, there 

could still be other obstacles to competitive entry in Oklahoma. w h c h  competitors would have to 

confront if they are ever able to cross the initial thresholds. For example. SBC has failed to show 

that its rates for unbundled elements. as established in the AT&T arbitration and used in its 

SC.AT. are consistent with its underlying C O S ~ S . ' ~  The Oklahoma Corporation Commission has 

never found SBC's SGXT rates for unbundled elements and interconnection, or the interim 

ubitrated rates from which they were derived, to be cost-based. The OCC arbitrator's decision 

on the ATGrT application did not recommend "any pmicular methodolozy or cost study be 

adopted at this time," and the OCC did not even re\ l e u  cost studies in the arbitration [o 

determ:ne the interim T3tSS Rather, the arbitrator simp]! i t c i d e d  to "adoct SWBT's  proposed 

rafes on the basis that i f  a true-up I S  needed in the future i t  NOU,: t2: : t r  to explain to 

- -  
customers rather than tr \  ing I O  explain 3 lower price bein: trued-up to a higher price." The 

76 I f  SBC relies on the rates for unbundled elements in i t5  3sreement with Brooks. which 
are lower than those in the AT&T arbitration or the SGAT. as its basis for shots,ing checklist 
compliance. i t  must demonstrate that those rates are avalable on a nondiscriminatory basis to 
satisfy Section 17 I (d )(2 'fB i ; i i  I t  is hard to see how SBC could do so. hat i n s  7.1 font 3 rd  : h t  
S G . l T  rales as its genera!l) 3'.3113hie !erms O ! k r  pro\.'idz:s : h i  h a t e  tnrersi  inic? Jgreemc3nr> 
j i n c s  ins AT&T arbitration. such ;is SpriK:, h3L.e h 3 i  L O  take the hisher arbitrated interim r 3 1 ~ j  

rather than the Brooks prices. 

77 Repon and Recommendations of the Arbitrator. rlpplic ation of A T & I  
co- 
South u'estem B ell TelephQne C o w  a n v  Pursurl n t  to Sect ion 3 5 1  of the Te[ecomm u n i c a t i w  ,A,. '[ 

. .  , .  

ns of the Southwest. Inc for a CompuIson, Artti [ration of Unreso Ived Issues with 

,?f ! 996. OCC Cause So. PUD 96-2 18 ("OCC .Arbitration Decision"). 3.r 19-20 I Sov. i :. I996 I 
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OCC's proceeding to examine SBC's  costs and set final prices u,ill not even commence unt i l  

later this summer, and i t  is not clear when this proceeding will be completed. Since I I  I S  not yet 

known uhat  the final Oklahoma prices will be or how they will be determined, the provision for 

a true-up is hardly sufficient assurance that competitors will in  fact be charged cost-based pricej 

now or later. 

There are serious disputes between SBC and some potential competitors in  Oklahoma. as 

in other states throughout the S B C  resion, as to what would constitute cost-based wholesale 

rates.'* There is also some reason to.suspect that SBC's  SGAT prices in Oklahoma exceed its 

true Costs, given the history of how loop prices were negotiated and the interim rates 

de~ermined. '~ These interim rates also are higher than loop rates set 50 far i n  the feu states that 

"See. e.&. Affidavits of Daniel P. Rhinehan and Srelen E Turner, attached to XT&T 
FCC Comments. 

.. 
" Brooks states i n  irs cornmenrs that i t  had reached ciosure with S B C  on a loop price 

louer rhan the Commission's Oklahoma loop proxy of S 17.63 before the C o m s s i o n ' s  decision 
!ssued. Following the Commission's decision. SBC increased its price offer in the final 

Brock. 2greement 10 the full prox) :z!ilng" le\.cl. before suctsuting the agreement. B r o o k  OCC 
Commtnrs ar - 2 . 7 .  Aftzr reaching i t i  Jsreement with Brook>. mt: ar'rer the pricing pro\.isions o i  
rhe Commission's August 8 Local Comperition Order were stayed, SBC then pressed for still 
higher loop prices beyond the proxy "ceiling" in its arbitration with AT&T. These rates. which 
were uniformly higher than the geographically averaged recurring loop price in the Brooks 
agreement submitted for OCC approval. and were 17% above the averaged proxy level for even 
the cheapest deaveraged urban loop at S20.70. were set on an interim basis i n  the arbitration 
3u.ard. 2nd uwd in  S B C ' i  SG.4T 
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have complctzd cost proceedings." Though no state in  the SBC region has yet completed its 

final pricing proceedings to determine cost-based rates. there is substantial variation between the 

interim rates adopted in  Missouri and Texas for unbundled elements. which were more in line 

\vi th  what competitors proposed or were an average of SBC's and competitors' proposals, and 

those in the SGATs in Oklahoma and Kansas, which simply followed SBC's proposals.a' SBC 

has not presented an adequate evidentiary record here from which the Commission could 

determine if the interim arbitrated and SGAT rates i n  Oklahoma are cost-based. even assuming 

that the Commission were willing to engage i n  that i n q u i ~  no" rather than awaiting the results 

of the final Oklahoma pricing proceeding.3' 

8o For example, S e w  'r'ork, Hhich used two density zones for loop prices, has set the 
prices at 5 12.49 and S 19.24. 

' To illustrate, the three deaveraged zone rates for a ru,o-wire analog loop in the 
OkiJhorL jG. \T are 320.70, 527.75 ,  and SA9 '0 The 1ou.ejt of these rates I S  above the FCC'j  
a\.eraged prou)' pricc of 517.63. In SBC ' j  Kansas SGAT. [he three deaveraged zone rates for the 
m x e  loop dre S 13.65. S26.55. and 570.30, putting the louest of these rates slightly below the 
FCC'j ai,eraged proxy price of 519.85, while the others are above i t .  In contrast. in  hiissouri. 
the three deaveraged zone rates for the same loop set in  arbitration by the state commission (and 
chdlenged by SBC on appeal) are 59.99, S 16.4 1, and 527 12.  putting two of the three zones 
below the FCC's averaged proxy rate of SI 8.32. In Texas. the deaveraged rates for the same 
loop in the ICG agreement are 9 15.50, SI 7.30. azd S73.10, compared with the FCC averaged 
proxy of S 15.49. about the same as the lowest zone. 
charges. and not the additional interim nonrecurring charges 1n2: also apply in each SBC state. 
2 3 :  \ 3 3  \ ubc :an t i a l ly  among [he s ia tsc  2s ueli  

These rates only reflect recurring monthly 

'' In the .AT&T arbitration in Oklahoma, SBC presented supplemental testimony 
through one u.itness, Eugene Springfield. but SBC has not made the cost study underlying his 
testimony pan of its filing in this proceeding. Some of SBC's proposed interim rates were not 
even claimed to be based on a cost study. but uere  derived from previous tariffs or contracts. 
OCC .Arbitration Decision at 70. SBC has  not presented a n y  afiida\.it by J l r  Springfield i n  [his 
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There are d s o  serious concerns about SBC's limitations on the availabliity of unbund.23 

elements in its SCAT. which requires parties interested in taking unbundled elements to pro\ : i e  

indemnification for any infnngement of intellectual propen: rights that may result from 

combining or using services or equipment provided b> SWBT SG.4T. 5 XV, pI A. 7, at 19 i n  

order to assure SWBT that i t  has no liability for intellectual property claims, users of unbundled 

elements will have to obtain licenses from approximately 40 equipment vendors, resulting in  

delay and additional expense. Id. 1 A. 6, at 18. SWBT has told AT&T that i t  will not provide 

any unbundled elemenr for which i t  believes a license is required. until AT&T obtains such a 

license or a certification that a license is not required from the third party ouner. Affidavlr oi 

Thomas C. Pelto ("Pelto Aff .")  1 3, attached to AT&T FCC Comments. Additionally. i f  SBC's  

competitor is sued b:, a third part:' over the use of this intellectual property, the SCAT provides 

Ih3! "SU'BT s h d l  undertake and control the defense and settlement of an) buch claim or S U I [  and 

LSP [Loca! S e n  125  Provider] shall cooperate fully with SWBT in  connection herewith." SGrlT, 

it is  f ~ r  from clear that there are legitimate third parry intellectual propeny r izhts  that  

proc:~din;. 317d I '  offered no tvitn~js;: j  for cross-examinc\r!on in  :he jtate Section 77 1 proceding 
In Oklahoma. I4 ~ t h  this application. SBC has presented onl), a s u m m a q  air'iii31 I [  D! J M~chael 
Xloore. purponing to describe in general terms some parameters and assumptions of SBC's ;:St 

studies. but not actually disclosing the underlying studies themselves. and simply assening the 
conclusion that  "the costs provided by SWBT meet the requirements of the Act" and the 
Commission's regulation and "provide a suitable basis for rates." & Affidavit of J .  Michael 
Moore. attached to SBC Brief. AT&T has an alternati\,e cost study which concludes that  SBC's 
prices significantl> fxcred costs. 
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would bs affected by the sale of an unbundled network element functionality." But whether 

there are such rights or not, SBC's use of the claim of such rights to place burdens on parties 

seeking access to unbundled elements has unreasonable consequences, potentially delay ing and 

increasing the expense of entry. The Commission has already articulated procedures, in its Order 

implementing the infrastructure sharing obligations imposed by Section 259 of the Act,@ by 

u.hich an ILEC. CLEC, and third party vendor could work together, in  the case of legitimate 

third-pan); claims of intellectual property rights. to assure that the vendor's rights are protected 

and that the CLEC gets the non-discrirmnatory access required under the Act. The Commission 

has stated, "[i]n the ordinary course . . . . we fully anticipate that such licensing will not be 

necessary," Infrastructure Sharing Order qj69, but that in any event, the providing incumbent LEC 

"Pelto Aff. 11 30-34. AT&T presents arguments which support the view that, because 
most intellectual propeny rights are extingulshed with the first sale of the product containing rhs 
intellectual property, and given tha t .  in providing the unSundled elements the ILEC never 
relinquishes control of the element, i t  IS unlikely that any real violations of a third party's 
i~tsllectual propeny rights are at issue. ATGiT and >IC1 ! ~ a ~ . e  both challenged the legality of 
SBC's position requiring interconnectors to secure Intellectual propert)' licences from third party 
vendors under [he Act. AT&T has challenged this requirement i n  federal district C O W  in Texas. 
f e l l  A W . v ,  t w T&phone Co . and the 
C ~ m m u m e r s  of thc Public U t h .  v Co- of T e x G  , Civ. Action No. A 97CA 029 (W.D. 
Tzx. filed Jan. 10. 1997). lMCI has filed a Petition for a Declaratory Ruling at the Commission. 
ln the >latter of Petition of MCI for Dee- ' 0 ,  CCBPol 97-3, (filed Mar. 1 1 ,  1997). 
Vanous vendors hsve rsised doubts about the applicability of third-party licensing rights to 
unb:r,d:=.d sismsn[s i n  most situa[ionj u,he:e the CLEC is no! usir,: the cnbundled elements in  ;i 
different manner than the L E C  , See. e.&, Comments of Nonhem Tclecom Ins.. In  the Matter of 
Petition Z f  >IC1 for Declarator) Ruling. CC Docket No. 96-98, CCBPol 97-4, at 5-6 (filed Apr. 
15. 1997); Comments of Lucent Technologies Inc., CCB Pol 97-4, at 2 (Apr. 15, 1997). 

. .  . .  . .  

. .  

&r Repon and Order, Inplementa tion of b t r u c t u r e  Sh PrQvjsiQtlS in the 
[ t T le q ("Infrastmcture Sharing Order"). CC Docket 96-237 (rel. Feb. 
l. 19971. 
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must not impose "inappropriate burdens on qualifying carriers," and i f  a license is required, "the 

providing incumbent LEC will be required to secure such licensing by negotiating with the 

relevant third party directly." ld. 91 70. SBC's handling of this issue, in contrast. puts the burdens 

and the risk on the CLEC seeking to use its unbundled elements. Pelto Aff.: '18 8-12. 

At this time, given the lack of competition in Oklahoma and the various obsracles SBC 

has placed in the path of competitive entry, SBC's in-region interL.ATA entry in Oklahoma 

would not be consistent with the public interest. 
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Based on the foresoing eifaluation. the application of SBC Communications Inc. et  ai. to 

p r o ~ x l e  in-region interLATA senice in the state of Oklahoma jhouid be denied. This 

application fails to comply with the requirements of Sect:on 2-1 of the Act. It does not satisfy 

either of the two enuy tracks set forth in Section 271(c)( I jt.41 or (B).  fails to comply with the 

statuto? competitive checklist, and would not be consistent u Ith the public interest in  

competition. 
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